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1 
INTRODUCTION 
In attempting to prove the existence of a solution to 
the boundary value problem for Laplace's equation, it was 
argued that the function ¢ defined on the same region with 
the same boundary conditions , which made the value of the 
integral 
)")(¢~~ f- ¢;)dx dj 
R 
a minimum, satisfied the Laplace equation. Thus if the 
function q existed , it was a solution to the corresponding 
boundary value problem, thus the solution existed. horeover 
it was easily seen that the value of the integral was always 
greater than or equal to 0 , so it had a lower bound . 
fr A. z. ( ~ K. P 2 7 B E = 8'-rr ( '-1/x ._ ¢'1z ) (. )t. J 1 
R 
is the potential energy of a conductor R with a given surface 
distribution of charge , where ¢ is the potential function 
in R. Thus the existence of a function cp which minimized 
the potential energy of the c·onductor, that is the potential 
function for the equilibrium state of the conductor, was 
assumed to exist by physical reasoning . This argument showed 
that the corresponding solution for the boundary value problem 
existed and was the basis for the so called 11Dirichlets 
Principle . " 
~ The initials refer to the bibliography and the number 
to the page in the book . 
2 
C,?6 
Dirichlets Principle was originally stated as follows. 
Consider the problem of minimizing 
D [ ¢ J = )'f ( ¢/ \- ¢ !j;z_ ) j X J !1 
R 
Admitted to competition are all functions ¢ continuous in 
R t- I ( r is the boundary of R) and piecewise smooth in R 
whose boundary values are prescribed= 9 • Dirichlets 
Principle states that the problem is solved by ¢=~ which 
is unique and s a tisfies Laplace's equation. 
However, in 1869 Weierstrass pointed out that wh ile the 
integral D [ ¢ J had a lower bound, and although it seemed 
by physical reasoning that the function cp existed for which 
p ~4J attained this minimum,such was not always the case, 
and gave an example. rore generally it is possible to show 
by examples that the existence of solutions to general 
variational problems is not always valid . Courant gives 
C , 
several examples on page 7 of his book . To be specific the 
solution of the boundary value problem 
2 V LA= 0 
may not exist . What is more Hadamard showed that in some 
cas es the solution of the boundary value problem may exist 
but the integral of the variational problem may not be finite, 
and he gave an example which appears on page 9 of Courant's 
c 
book. The problem of showing the existence of a solution 
to the associated boundary value problem, and of finding the 
solution when it exists is thus a related problem but not 
3 
an identical problem. It is referrea to as the Dirichlet 
Problem and has been generalized to apply to the solution of 
general elliptic type equations when the boundary values are 
given. We can conclude that the original formulation of the 
Principle fails on two counts--one that sometimes the integral, 
although it is bounded from below, may not attain a minimum 
for any permissible function; the other, that although the 
boundary value problem has a solution, the related integral 
may not be finite . The last shows that the Dirichlet Problem 
and the Dirichlet Principle , although closely related, are 
not equivalent . 
In this paper I will confine myself to the case of two 
dimensions and will give several alternate existence proofs 
for the Dirichlet Problem and compare them. None of these 
proofs are original to me , but all come from previous books 
or articles . 
First I will state the most general theorem, which can 
be easily extended to N dimensions (as has been done by 
p 
Petrovsky, except for his omission of the derivation of 
Poissons integral or the related Greens function in N dimen-
B 
sions; the latter is done by Browder) . 
Theorem : Given JL any two dimensional bounded region 
whose boundary is r , such that no component of the complement 
of 1l consists of an isolated point, and given any function 
3 defined and continuous on l' , then there exists a unique 
function u harmonic in ...Q and such that u(x,y) tends to g ()) 
as the point (x , y) tends to the point ) on r . 
4 
CHAPTER I 
Ahlfors, in his book Complex Analysis, proves the above 
theorem for the case where _n_ is restricted so that any point 
) on the boundary (1 of ·_[}_ is the end point of a line 
segment of which all points other than are exterior to _Q . 
He does this using complex function theory, his proof depending 
basically on Cauchy's integral theorem, which he proves in 
chapter three of his book . I will give in this section a 
proof that follows the one that he gives. 
To begin we must prove a number of preliminary theorems 
and lemmas . 1he first, the proof of which I shall omit, is 
the Cauchy integral theorem. 
A- Pf/7 
Theorem 1: If f(z) is a complex function of a complex 
variable z ;:; x + iy, which is analytic in a region _o_ , then 
) f\-z) Jz. = 0 
?( 
for all cycles which are homologous to zero in ~ • 
A. Pi I '7 
Theor•em 2: Let R be any rectangle contained in a region 
_0.,. , and bounded by /'( R) • If 
) Pdx-rq,Jj ·=o 
r(R) 
for all R c J2. then 
r p d x + q_ J~ -=- o 
y 
for all cycles ·'( homologous to zero in ...D.. • 
The proof of this theorem follows from the above Cauchy 
theorem and the related concept of winding number and I will 
not give it here. 
Definition: A function u(x,y) defined in D- , is harmonic 
everywhere in _.()_ . A function ->~u such that U ..t.. i~:·u satisfies 
the Cauchy Riemann equations 
is called the conjugate harmonic function of u . u may or may 
not have a single valued conjugate even though u itself is 
single valued . Let f : ux-iUy, then we have the relationship 
f dz (ux-iuy)(dx+idy) = (uxdx+uydy)+ i(uxdY-Uydx) 
( uxdx + llydY) + i ( -~uydY + .,~uxdx) == du + i d ~:·u . 
It is easily shown that f= ux-iuy is analytic , for we have 
1: c01- ) _ d 1 (- ~ 1- \-= o (.{V\1 9-:: (~~ ) =-) (-2~ ) 
"?< o'f. c; ~ 'd ~ ) '"0 '1 o;x. ox / ~~ 
which are the Cauchy Riemann equations, thus 
~ r J z -= \ J\A + ~ \ J~ lA = o 
¥ r o 
for '( homologous to zero in ._n_ • Now if u is single valued 
inside some subregion of .fl that contains f then 
and ~m is single valued . Thus we have shown that in any 
simply connected subregion of JL in which u is single valued, 
6 
u has a single valued conjugate -::-u . 
Lem."lla: ) d"* tA = \ d /"d 11 I d z I 
?( tY' 
where un is the normal derivative or u with respect to the 
arc 'D • 
and dy ==- jdz I sin O( 1r1here « is the direction or the tangent 
of ( , so we have d~:-u = ( -uycos o( + uxsin o<. ) I dz / . Now ir (::5 
is the angle of the right hand normal, then {3 = d.. -11/2.. so 
cos (3 = sin r:X_ , sin (3 = -cos ol. and we have 
d~;.u = (uysin f3 + uxcos f3 ) \ dz I = ~ \ dz\ • 
Theorem 3: If u1 and u 2 are harmonic in J(L then 
) LA., d*"\A2--LA2. J-*u.., =- 0 
1( 
for all cycles 0 homologous to zero in .Jl . 
According to theorem 2 above, it is sufficient to prove 
that the same integral over the path f?R) , which is the 
boundary of any rectangular subregion of .SL , vanishes . How-
ever, by our lemma, in any such rectangular subregion u1 ., and 
u2 have single valued conjugate functions ~:-u1 and ~;.u2 • We 
can write u1 d~<-u2 -u2d~1-u1 = ul d~~ou2 + -ll-u1 du2 -~~-u1 du2 -u2d-;-:·u1 so 
u1~·::·u2-u2d~<-u1 = u1d-><-u2 + .-:-u1du2-d( ~ru1u2 ) . We notice that 
(u1-t- i~:-u1 )(du2+ id~:-u2 ) = (uldu2-~<-u1 d~<-u2 )+ i(u1d~:-u2+u2d~l-u1 ). 
Thus we have u1 d~:-u2 -u2d~<-u1 ·= Imag . {u1 + i·:m1 ) (du2+ id.;:-u2 ) 
-d ( ~m1 u 2 ) . The last term is the exact dirferential of a 
single valued function in R, and thus 
)' (- J(~ U, L.lz_))' = 0 
f1(A) 
The first term on the right is the imaginary part o~ 'a product 
7 
(ur;· i -:~-u2 ) (dui~ id.;~u2 ) . 
analytic function i~ R. 
The first factor is a single valued 
The second can be written as 
diA2.., J t.t i.. 1 ~"*I.A~/ d x + .. o "'Ua/ d ~·l /.0~ .j + I "" C) "o'd ) 
However we know that u 2 + i.;ru2 is single valued and analytic 
in R so that the Cauchy Riemann equations must hold . Thus 
we have 
It is a consequence of Cauchy's integral theorem that the 
derivative of an analytic function is itself analytic . There-
fore the first -term of the product above is an analytic 
or letting (u1 -+ i~~ul) = F1 and (u2 ·+ i-:~u2 ) - F2 , and dx + idy 
~ dz 
\LA, -t- ~~tA,) (Ju~ +t J>llu7..; = t, r" dz 
It can be shown that the product of two analytic functions 
is again analytic , and so we have . _ 1 
\ ~ ~' J z:.. = o = ) Re.. f, h' J z. +- t \ Im. V: f.,_. d z. 
\'(~ 'i nR) ft R~ 
So ) Irn f:( dz. =o =) lW\ tu.~~ U )LJlAz.H1 J ll._) hence 
r~R' \l~) 
8 
0 which is what we wanted to show. 
Theorem 4: Mean Value Theorem. If u(x,y) is harmonic 
in some region JJ_ containing the disc z-a \ ~ p , then 
' 
LA lO...) = _I ' ()_ L )( lj ) J e--
21T 1"?--01 =" . I 
For the proof of this theorem we will make use of the above 
theorem, (theorem 3) with u1 =log (r-a) and u 2 = a function 
harmonic in 1 z \ 6 p • Since the function log (r-a) is not 
harmonic at a, we consider a region _[L1 : 0 <\ z-a \ ~ p . For 
simplicity we will assume a = 0 . By theorem 3 we have 
) Lo, y J ~u.._ - L-\."2.. ~ * Lel '<""' =- 0 
t 
where ((' is the curve c1 -c2 and c1 is 1 z I ::::: r 1 , c2 is \ z \ -:;;.. r 2 
0 < r 1 < r2 ~ f • By our previous lenuna d·i'rU =.. un \ dz \. On C i 
z = r . e i G ' r dz I ~ f ( ri ) ( i ) ( e i e-) d e-1 = r -t d e and u = u • ~ • n ri 
Therefore d~aog r == (1/r) (r d &- ) = d e , so the above integral 
becomes 
Also since u2 is harmonic in the disc I z ( ~ f 1 .,'}U2 is single 
valued there, so 
) J iu2. = )) -x-~.· ~ LlY- J& - 0 
c· c._· c L L 
whence the above integral reduces to 
)ul.J&-=) tA2.Je-
c, C-z. 
Since c1 and C2 are arbitrary, this implies that the value of 
is constant . Letting the radius of the 
9 
circle tend to zero, we see by the continuity of u 2 that the 
value of the constant is u(O) . This proves the mean value 
t'heorem. 
Lemma : A harmonic function is invariant under any 
conformal mapping . That is, if u(z) is harmonic for z in iL 
and if z = f ( '5 ) is an analytic function that maps ...!L0 in the 
) plane onto _o_ in the z plane, then u(f( ) ) ) is harmonic 
for ) in _fl0 • 
Let z == f ( ) ) = x( ~ ) + iy ( ) ) and let S = r + is, then 
by hypothesis \r'-~c,.><:z. + ~oz. LA/~~ "L = o , and we must show 
----.,2. 1,\/- ~ that o '0<2.. + Cl u.h 5 '- -= o . As a consequence of the 
analyticity of f ( > ) we have 
10 
by the second consequence of the analyticity off( g) . The 
coefficients of otY-ot<' and '""6/o.'j vanish . By the first 
'&'l.t..~..£_ . ) 
consequence, the coefficient of 2. ( . /ox v '1 which is 
For the same reason, the coefficient of 'd 2 1.-\.;~ ~ z. which is 
by our original hypothesis this is equal to zero . 
Theorem 5: Poissons ·.integral fbrmula . Tnis formula 
gives the solution to the Dirichlet Problem for a disc with 
the continuous boundary values u(z) on the boundary, provided 





where a is any point in the disc lzl < r . It also has other 
forms, but this will be sufficient for our present purposes. 
The formula is a direct consequence of the m .. ean v:.·alue t .'heorem, 
and of. the invariance of harmonicity under conformal mappings . 
By the mean value t'heorern u (a 1 ) , where. a 1 is the center of 
the disc 1z1~ r, is given by 
) tA\.Z) Je 
t z/ =- Y" 
Now by means of a linear transformation we can map any point 
inside the disc into the center, and since this mapping is 
11 
conformal, the mean v·alue theorem still holds . If R is the 
radius of the disc, and if for simplicity we take the center 
as being at the origin, then the function z = R (R 5" + a )/R +a ~ , 
where a refers to the complex conjugate of a , maps the disc 
\ ) I~ 1 onto \ z I~ R; since we have 
I z. t = ( R ) 1 ( R S' t- a-) ( R S + 6:: ) ' = P, I f{ ~ <) (,._ -~-cU'z + 2. R e. (e... ~ ~ ) 
(f\TGl~)(f\+Gl ~) R t \{1~1~ l-2Re. c\~R) 
so if \ '$ \ = 1 then \ z \ = R. Also this function maps the point 
~ = 0 onto z :: a , and ~ = co onto R2 /a ·which is outside the 
unit circle, which implies that the inside of the disc !) l ~ 1 
goes into the inside of the disc i z 1 ~ R. Thus u ( z ( ~ ) ) is 
harmonic and 
'lz. Tf r L-U z <IS>) d (ax~, 5 ) 
\)I= l 
by the mean value theorem. We find that ~= R(z-a)j(az-R2) . 
If we write ~= I) I e~tl."'j ~ we have 
j) = L 1~1 e_(.O.ry) J(a.ry ~) -1- et.t\ry? dl S/ 
but on I E) 1 and we have 
. 
= -/... 
but dz = ei & dR + iRei 8 d e-::::. iz d f7 so we have 
12 
and on 1 z 1 = R we have R2 = ( z) ( z) so 
and finally we can write 
'- z... 
( R -IB- l_ ' Ae -~Cl"~ IS ) = 1 z-a I ) 
U. lG'-) = 
which is Poisson's integral formula . It should be noted that 
in deriving the formula we assumed the existence of a harmonic 
function u(z) as a solution to the problem in order to apply 
the mean value theorem. Thus this derivation does not serve 
as an existence proof . 
Theorem 6: The maximum modulus theorem. If u(z) is 
harmonic in any region .. 'L whose components are _(lL {a component 
is a connected subset which is not contained in any other 
connected subset), then either u(z) is constant in any 
component or u{z) has a maximum or minimum on the component 
which cannot occur at an interior point, and therefore must 
occur on the boundary . 
This theorem is a consequence of the mean value theorem. 
We have U.tz ... ) =- ~- \ l\ lz) J..s- for any point inside fi and thus in 
Zll tz ·2ol =...-
SOme Dt.. Suppose u(z0 ) is the maximum of u(z) in Q , and 
suppose that it occurs inside il~ . Then for all sufficiently 
small r we must have u ( z0 ) ~ u ( z 0 +- rei e- ) for all {7- . Now 
by the mean value theorem 
~TI 
I f ( L<) U( Zc) =- / 2 Tf LA. lZo 1-'\ -e ) 
e1 
and from above 
l r 2. il '" l .9 .) J _a L-l ( Zo) ~ IL rr {_( ("Zo 1- "'-· v 
b 
If the strict inequality holds for some point on / Z I 
it must hold for a whole subarc and we would get 
r ~ff & J ~ ( Zo) > ~ if U ( Z o + I e' ) Cf 0 
13 
= z + re 
0 
i S 
which is a contradiction. Therefore, the equality must hold 
for all points on the circle about z
0 
in JL~ . Also it must 
hold on all smaller circles . Thus if u(z)- u(z
0
) in .12<..' , it 
must be strictly equal to u(z0 ) in some neighborhood in Jl.<..' • 
Let E1 be the set of points for which u(z) = u(z0 ) • ·we 
have just seen that this set is open. Let E2 be the set for 
which u(z) < u(z0 ) • This is open and we have E1 n E2 = 0, 
and E1 U E2 -=- _f2.£' , but this is possible only if either E1 
or E
2 
is empty . Thus either u(z) is constant in JL; or it has a 
maximum or minimum which must occur on the boundary of f2 t' 
and thus on t he boundary of Jl. • 
Corollary: The function which solves the Dirichlet 
Problem on Jl , with boundary values 3 , is unique . Suppose 
ul and u2 were two such functions . Then u1 -u2 ' is harmonic 






Theorem 7: The functional Pu(z) defined by the Poisson 
·integral formula for any arbitrary piecewise continuous 
boundary function u(z) 
14 
and Pu(z) is called a functional of u(z)) is harmonic for 
i G. I z \ <- R and lim I:U ( z) ·= u ( Re o ) • 
z:~ t\ e,Leo 
For simplicity we will let R = 1 . Also sine e, for .) ...:::: Rei e, 
~) = ~'$ Je- on the circle 1~1 = R =- 1, so d&= J,Yi) , and 
f) \' 
since for an arbitrary complex ruction . f ( z )dz = J Re f ( z) dz 
-'- i ) Im f ( z) dz so that Re ) f ( z) dz =) Re f ( z) dz, we can write 
~ rzu- :)iZ. j 1 
PtALZ-) = Ke [ '/z.lfc, J'-' ( )-;_} Ul6l) Y) 
We are given that u(Rei e ) is piecewise continuous on R = 1 . 
In order to show that Pu(z) is harmonic, it is sufficient to 
show that the integral is an analytic function . First let us 
define 
p OLA t z.) - Yt. 11 ;_ c ( ~=: ) ( (,\ (G)) J ~ 
Now if we can show that t he function [Pu(z)-~(z0 D/z-z is ~k~t 0 
continuous for any point z0 such \ 1Z0 1 < R, then the limit of (\ . 
0 this, quotient function and thu~ the derivative Pu(z)' must 
exist at any point z0 • For any z which is in the disc bounded 0 
by I z I -= 1, there is a neighborhood in the disc so that 1 ;z:.0 - )" 1 >j 
for all boundary points • Now if we pick lz-z 1 ~ S;2, then 
• 0 
\ z- S' 1 > 8;2 . We see that 
I \' ( ~ tJ 0 L-\.l z) - '? 0LA~ Zu) ::o /;if~ } ~-z 
i~l- I 
1 r (,{(c9)cl~ 
- Trc } (~-:z.)(>:Zo) 
!S 1-= I 
so that 
for lz:.. -z.,{ < o / 
2.. ) 
r ~ ? 0 L\( L) l ~ ( 1/rr~ )( '!(~/,_)(" ) ) ( cr tA.l Cl) \I j g I), 
I 
15 
Since u(z) is piecewise continuous on l~l ~I which is a 
closed set, it is bounded there so I u( 8- ) I~ M on I~ I -=- I • 
0 ~ 
Therefore we have f'orl z - z
0
1 <. 0 /2 that 1 D. P0 u(z) \ ~ \4M/S i \ 
and we have shown the continuity of' A P0 u(z) and thus the 
harmonicity of' Pu{z) . 
To show that lim Pu(z) = u( ). ), let c1 and c2 be comple-
:z. ~''5o 0 
mentary arcs of' the unit circle and let u1 = u(z) on c1 and = 
0 on c2 • Also let u 2 =u{z) on c2 and 0 on c1 • Both u1 and 
u 2 are piecewise continuous, so by the first part of our 
theorem Pu1 (z) and Pu2 (z) are harmonic inside the unit circle . 
o ( eL 6+-·z..)~ n ((e;!z)l~'_:':z) ) ·-~~ \1-lz.l-z.. z~, ·~ Z. t'.s) f -lz/· ne . - /Te - tie - - - --
• e" 0 -z " le.Le_z/ 2 l ~::...tr7 -z. 12 - I et..e-_.z::l 2 
and for I z I= 1 this vanishes when z -::/= ei e- • Thus for z on c2 
Pul(z) = 0 since on c1 1 (?.-lzl~/ l ei~z(=oa.nd on c2 u( &- )-== 0 
and since Pu1 ( z) is continuous .in the disc, f'or ei e- in c2 we 
have lim . Pu1 {z) = O. z~ e'eo For simplicity we may assume that u{ &c)= 0 
since if the theorem holds for Pu( e) it must hold for 
P {tu ( e ) -u ( eo )) and conversely . Now f'or any E. >o, pick c1 and c2 
so that ei Go is in c2 and u( & ) ~ E.. on c2 • This is possible 
since il { e o)= 0 and u { e ) is piecewise continuous at )o t 'then 
u 2 ( 9 ) ~ E for all 9- Now since Pu2 ( z) ·is harmonic by the 
first part of our theorem, we have ! Pu2 {z)k < E for all z in 
jzl < 1 by the maximum theorem. Since the f'unctionals Pu(z) are 
linear in u, (i . e . P(ul-+u2 ) = P(u1 )+ P{u2 )) we have P(u) 
P(ul)+P(u2 ) and we have already shown that the lim.P{u1 ) = o z~ e'8o 
As a result we can now write - € ~ ~~nJe' <~!:)~tzJ ~ l}~~· c;, Pwz.J ~ + f: 
I 
16 
for arbitrary E • This constitutes an existence proof for 
Dirichlets Problem for. a circular disc and a piecewise 
continuous boundary function . 
Theorem 8: Harnack's Theorem. For a sequence of functions 
{ un~ where un is defined and harmonic in _f2..n and for a region 
co o:> 00 o;t 00 
_o_ ·= ~~ ( Q _o_l')) =-((t.o.~)U( Q n...,)--- - , where Q _o_"' is 
the intersection of (2. 11 D-l'ltl -- - - , we have that for any I I 
interior point of _n_ , this point has a neighborhood which is 
contained in all but a finite number of .D.n .. Thus for n > N1 
there is some neighborhood in 1l in which Un is harmonic . If 
we. assume the existence of an N2 such that for n > N2 ~N1 , 
u < u in this neighborhood, then either \" un ( z) 1 tends 
n n+l '\.. ) 
uniformly to oo or un(z) tends uniformly to a harmonic limit 
function on every compact subset of ~'L . 
To prove this theorem we must first derive an inequality 
based on Poisson's integral formula . We have seen that if 




<- z.. I 
I I I Zo) = '! r f\ - I z 0 I u l "Z) d t9 
I.A. \ 2 if \ \ Z- - Zo \ 2.. 
\Z\ ~ R 
On the curve 1 z 1 = R we have z ==Rei & • Now if we limit z to 
0 
the region I z I ~ R/2, then (R- R/2) 2 ~l z-zc;>,J2 ,f (R+ R/2) 2 whence 
(2/3R) 2 ~ 1;1z-z0 !2 ~ (2/R) 2 , since by our assumption (R/2) 2 ~ 
I z-z0 1
2 ~ (3R/2) 2 we have 1/3 ~ [R2-Iz]flZ-Z0 J2 f: 3 . 1-'laking use 
of this inequality in our integral formula, we have, whenever 
u ( z ) ~ o on I z I = R 
2iT 




and by the maan value theorem (l/3)(u(O)) ~ u(z 0 ) ~ 3 (u(O)) . 
Or more generally, if we pick our disc about some point a 
rather than the origin1 with u( z) harmonic in I z-a I <.. R, then 
for any point z0 in I z-a 1 .C. R/2 _we have 
To . prove our theorem, let us first assume that for some 
point a in n ' ~(a) tends to 00 with n . Then by our previous 
reasoning, there is some ne~ghborhood /1 of radius R and a 
number N2 such that for n> N2 , un (z) is harmonic for all z 
such that I z-a 1 <. R and ~+ 1 ( z) .;> ~ ( z) . '.rhen the function 
un ( z0 ) -u~, ( z0 ) ~ 0 and is harmonic in I z-a I <. R. Thus we can 
''""2. 
express it by the Poisson formula, and for all z 0 such that 
jz0 -aj< R/2 we have by our inequality) un(z0 )-uN2 (z0 ) ~ - (1/3) (un(a)-
uNe{a)) which implies that whenever un(z) tends to infinity, 
there exists a neighborhood of z where un(z) diverges uniformly 
to infinity . Similarly, if for any point a in ~ , un(a) is 
bounded, say less than 4, then for all z0 with\z0 -al< R/2 we 




( z0 ) ~ 
3 (Un(a)-uN (a)) which is less than 3 (M-uN (a)) and thus ~(z) 
. 2 2 
is uniformly bounded. Thus, if \ve let E
1 
be the set of all 
points i n JL where un (z) tends to oo , and E2 be the set of 
all points where ~(z) is bounded, we have El and E2 are open, 
E1 n E2 = 0 and E1 U E2 =.....a. . Therefore in any connected region 
.IL either E1 or E2 is empty . If E2 is empty then we can cover 
_o._ with sets .L1 (..1 where for any M, u ( z) > M in /J. ~ whenever 
n 
n > N1 (M). On any closed subregion of _n_ we can, by the Heine 
18 
Borel theorem, cover _o_ with a finite number of J.i , so for 
any n, ~(z) > M whenever n > Max(N1 , ••• Nn) • Thus un(z) goes 
uniformly to infinity on all closed subsets of ...n_ • If E1 is 
empty, then at any point un(z) is bounded and for some N we 
have that for n > N, un+ l~ un, and therefore un must converge . 
This shows the existence of a limit function which is every-
where bounded in ..fL . In some neighborhood Lli.- (I z-D\ <. R/2) 
of every point a in ..n.. , there exists an Ni such that for n > Ni 
and p >0, un+p (z0 )-un(z0 ) :=: 3(un+p(a)-un(a)) for all z0 in ~i. . 
The convergence of un(z) at a thus implies the uniform 
convergence of un (z) in 6;_ and by the Heine Borel t heorem 
we thus have the uniform convergence of un(z) in all closed 
subsets of .n.. . Finally, in the neighborhood tJ. i. of any point 
a we have by assumption that 
(Z) J G 
hence by the uniform convergence of ~ 
U.lZo) :::- lt'·rn lA11 (z") -
l1~CO 
I )l R'.:..lzGt"L_,. u (z) ( rJ 11 --- i. •. .1m "' d cr tzil t-z..-zcl 1'1-'>dJ 
~~-c...1 = R 
and by theorem 7 above this implies t hat u(z) is harmonic in 
SL . This completes the pDoof . 
Definition: A continuous real valued function v(z) 
defined on a region SL whose boundary ia r , is said to be 
subharmonic if for every region ft1 contained in ..iL , v ( z) ~ 
u(z) for all z in -~ where u(z) is harmonic in ~ and equal 
n t t to v ( z ) on the boundary 1 · of __()_ • By t h is definition it is 
obvious that any harmonie function is also a subharmonic function . 
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Lemma : For any given region on which the Dirichlet 
Problem has a solution, if g1 and g2 are any two continuous 
functions defined on the boundary r of the region, ~d if on 
r, g2 ~gl, then u2(z) ~ ul (z) in ..Q where ul and u2 are the 
corresponding harmonic functions . This is a simple consequence 
of the maximum-minimum property of ·a harmonic function , for 
g2-gl ~ 0 on r so u2-ul~ 0 on Sl. . 
Lemma: If v1 and v2 are subharmonic in _fL then v 
max(v1 v2 ) is subharmonic in n . 
'le must show that for any region _0_' in ..... 'L , that v ~ u 
where u is the unique harmonic function which is defined on 
_r2' and equals max(v1 v2 ) on the boundary f' ' of S)_1 • On f1 
V ~ v1 and v2 • Let u1 and u 2 be the unique harmonic functions 
I 
on .iL which equal v1 and v2 respectively . By our above lemma 
u~both u1 and u 2 • By hypothesis v ~ either u1 or u 2 for all / . 
points in ~ , therefore it is less than or equal to u in ~1 • 
Lemma : If v 1 is subharmoni c in _n_ , and if .Ll is a disc 
which is contained in IL and Pv1 ( z) is the func ,tion defined 
by the Poisson integral on ~ with boundary values equal to v, 
then _the function v = v1 on .JL- A and equals Pv1 {z) on /1 is 
subharmonic . We have already shown that Pv1 (z) is continuous 
in j , therefore v is continuous . By definition the function 
Pv1 ~v1 in J1 and so v~v1 in _n_ . Now we must show that for 
any Sl
1 
in _{)_ ' uv >, v where uv is the function harmonic on _()_ 1 
/ 
and equal to v on fi • There are three possibilities for 52 1 , 
(1) Il 1 c. L1 , (2) __Q'c. Jl - A , and (3) _a' is partly in both 
!J. and il - Li • In the first two cases it is trivial that 
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v~u • For case (3) we have by our lemma and the fact that 
v 
I 
in L\ , v :;:?; v1 , the result uv? v in all of _(2_ that is not in 
/1 , and also on the part of the boundary of 6, that is· in Sl1 • 
/ 
If we consider the remainder of ...[2 we have that u ~ u here v 
by our lemma, since we have just noticed that on the part of 
the boundary of 6 that bounds this region u ~ u, while on the 
v 
I 
rest uv = u. Thus our inequality v~ uv holds for all of JL. • 
Now we are ready to give the existence proof for all two 
dimensional domains such that any point on the boundary of the 
domain is the endpoint of a line segment all of whose points, 
except the one on the boundary, are exterior to the region . 
In the proof we make use of subharmonic functions, a procedure 
first used by o. Perron. we proceed by setting up a family of 
subharmonic functions on the region. Then by means of a 
smoothing process we define a least upper bound for these 
functions and show that it is harmonic in the region . Next we 
show that if the region is such that we can construct a "barrier 
function" at any point, our boundary conditions are fulfilled. 
Theorem: Given .D... , any bounded region whose boundary 
is r , such that any point 5' on 1 is the end point of a line 
segment all of whose other points are exterior to _Q , then for 
any function g ( ~ ) defined and continuous on r , there exists 
a unique function u which is harmonic in SL and such that 
u(z)--;;. g( ~ ) as z approaches the point )' on r . 
Consider the family of functions vn(x,y) defined in.Il 
which are (1) subharmonic in Sl ,(2) and such that lim vn(z) 
is less than or equal to g ( )" ) for all ~ on \' • Since g is 
I 
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defined on the closed set \' and is continuous , it must be 
bounded . Let 1" be such that \ g ( ~ )j <. M on r . Then the above 
family is not empty since the functions vn = c ~ -M are members 
of it . 
Lemma: The function u defined as u(z) equal to the least 
upper bound of vn(z) for all vn in the family , is harmonic 
in _fl. • 
First , in order to establish the existence of a least 
upper bound for the family , we must show that it is bounded 
f r om above . For any € > o , let E be the set of points in _o__ 
for which vn ( z) ~ M +e. • The complement of E consists of 
(1) points exterior to ..0... , (2) points on r(..Q) and (3) points 
in .Jl. with v < N+€ • n (1) is open since it is the complement 
of _Q + r which is closed . (2) is open since by our property 
(2) of vn(z) , for any pointS on l' , there is a neighborhood 
fl < '5) such that for z in J1 n Jl v n ( z) < g ( ~ ) + c < M + E:. • 
(3) is open since by definition vn(z) is subharmonic and 
therefore continuous . As a result we have C(E) , the comple-
ment of E, is the union of three open sets and is thus open, 
whence E is closed and by definition bounded, so vn(z) must 
have a maximum ~ M t- £. on E which is interior to ...1l • Since 
Vn ( z) is subharmonic , we have vn ( z) ~ un ( z) on ....0..' , for any _n_/ 
in _n_ where un is harmonic in _.rL and equal to vn { z) on the 
boundary of JL/ • Now by the maximum principle we have that 
unless vn = un:;;;; cons:tant , vn {z) can not have a maximum in ...Q . 
But by assumption vn ( z) can not be a constant ~ N + <=- for any 
6 , thus unless E is empty we have a contradiction. This 
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shows that t he family of functions vn has an upper bound. 
Next we shall show that if u(z) is the least upper bound 
of the family, then u(z) is harmonic in ..D.. . For u = L . U. B., 
there must exist for any point z0 ·in _Q a sequence of functions 
l_vn(z) ~ such that~ i_vn(z
0
)J = u(z0 ) . Consider the functions 
\In max(v1 ,v2 , ••• ,vn). By an extension of our previous lemma 
it can be shown that --v;_ is in the family . In some disc .b. 
which is in ~ and which contains z , we can construct the 
0 
Poisson integral Ev: ( z) which is harmonic in 11 and approaches 
. n 
the values of Vn on the boundary of 4 . The functions ~0 (z) 
equal to PVn ( z) in L1 and equal to Vn ( z) in _Q-L1 are in the 
. 0 
family and form a nondecresing sequence ~ Yn S in ._n_/ • Also 
vn (z0 ) ~Tn (z 0 ) ~ Yn ° (z 0 ) <:. u ( z 0 )< co so by Harnack• s t h eorem 
the functions vn ° (z) converge in /1 to .a harmonic function 
U ( z) with U ( z ) = u ( z ) and U ( z) ~ u ( z) • Let z
1 
be any other 
0 0 
point in ~ and consider a sequence £wn1 such that Wn(z1 ) 
in 
tends to alimit u(z1 ) , where \vn(z) isAthe family . Let Wn'(z) 
equal the max(Wn(z) , lTn(z)) . Then W~ 1 is in the family . Now 
Q 
as before , construct Wn (z) = max(w1 ' (z) , ••• , Wn' (z)) and ~ (z.) = 
P ( z) on .6 and equal to w-:;; ( z) on ..Q_- L\ WN • Harnaa•s theorem 
0 
·can be applied to show that ~ (z) tends to a function ul (z) 
which is harmonic in IJ and with u1 ( z1 )-::: u ( z1 ) . It is clear 
that U(z)~u1 (z) ~ u(z) . In ~ the function U-u1 is harmonic 
and is always less than or equal to zero . However U(z )-
' 0 
u1 (z 0 )- 0 for z 0 an interior point of L1 ,. By the maximum 
theorem this can occur only if U-u1 is constantly equal to 
zero in A . This shows that U(z1 ) :;:: u(z1 ) for any arbitrary 
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point in L1. , thus 1.f= u =a harmonic function in /J.. • Since 4 
was an arbitrary disc in_(L it follows that u i~ harmonic in 
_Q . 
It remains to be shown that lim u ( z) = g ( ~ ) for all S: 
.::2:.-'>'5 ' ' 
on n . For this purpose we ~ave the following lemma . 
Lemraa: If there exists a harmonic fuction w(z) in _(L 
whose continuous boundary values w( E;' ) are strictly pos·i tive 
except at .one point , ~~ , where w( S: ) = 0 , then if g( ~ ) is 
continuous at qo the corresponding function u determined in 
the preceding paragraph satisfies lim (u(z) ) == g( ~ ) . 
Z-7> 'So 
By assumption we have (1) w(z) is harmonic in ~ and 
continuous on fl uz_) and {2) g( 'S ) is defined on \' c.£L) and is 
continuous at ~· • As a consequence, we can choose a neigh-a 
borhood /j about So such that for ~ in .1 n , , I :f ( ~) - :Ic ~o) I< E . 
By our definition of w(z) , there is some number w such that 
0 
w ( z) ~ w0 > 0 in ..Q_- 4 • 
Now consider the function W( z) -= g ( s~ ) + t + G (z )/w~DM-g ( ~ ) ] . 
It is of the form Aw(z)+B and is thus harmonic in ~ and 
bounded and continuous on fl - l1 () I-, 
M+€ > g( ~ ) since w(z)/w
0
::;::. 1 here . 
since by definition wjwo >- 0 on r and 
• On 11 - Ji (] r W ( z ) ~ 
./ 
In L1 (} f' , w ( z ) ~ g ( '$'6 ) +t_ 
g{ ~ ) ~ :rv on \1 • In Llnl' 
g ( ~ ) < g ( ~" ) +E. , thus W(z) > g ( S ) in all I' . This together 
with our definition of the functions v (z) with lim v {z) ~ g( 9 ) , 
n z-»'S n ..:> 
implies by the maximum principle that v (z)<W{z) for all v {z) . 
n n 
Hence u{z) which is the least upper bound of v (z) is less 
n 
than or equal to w(z) . Consequently lim (u(z) ) ~ W( S?o ) .:;- g(S: )+L 
Z-7 ~c ' 





)(M+g( )~ )) is harmonic in ...n._ . Since by 
' definition M+g( S'o ) ~ 0 and w(z)/w0~ 0 on 11 , we have V(z)~ 
g( ~ ) + £ on fl , but in Ll (l fl we know that \g( r · )-g( ~., ~<E , 
so in L) (j r , V(z) < g( 5' ). On the rest of [' we know that 
w(z)/w0 ~ 1 so that v(z)~ -M- £ < g( S ) . Therefore V(z)< g( n 
on r and it is harmonic , so it is in the original family of 
functions . Then U ( z ) > V ( Z ) so lim U ( Z ) ~ V ( fo ) =· g ( s:; ) - E. • 
:z::;-f. 
This together with lim (u(z) ) ~ g( S: ) +£ gives us the desired 
)Z -> S'. 
result . 
The function w(z) above is called a barrier . ~hus we 
have shown that for any region which is such that for any 
point on the boundary we can construct a barrier, the Dirichlet 
Problem may be solved . We must now show that at an arbitrary 
boundary point of some region, which is the endpoint of a line 
segment all of whose other points are exterior points , we can 
construct a barrier . Let S...)o be the boundary point and let 
~~ denote the other endpoint of the segment . The function 
w = (z - S'o )/(z- ~1 ) maps S:<> on the origin and s, on the point 
at ro • If S} L. is any point on the line segment between s-: 
and ~ 1 , then ( gL -~o) ;(r::5 :- .S\}=-k where k is a positive real 
number . If SL is any point on the extended line outside the 
interval (~~ CS,) then ( <5;, - ~o)A~i-~ .. ) =-t-k . where k is a positive 
real number . Thus the function w == ( z- fo )/ ( z- <S', ) maps the 
segment 1 ). ~.) onto the negative real axis . If we define the 
"{W as that branch whose argument is between lf/z. and - 1/'z.. 
and define io: 0 , then the function {W maps the complement 
of the negative real axis onto the right half of the complex 
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plane with the origin staying fixed . Thus 12 which was in 
this region is mapped into the rtbght half plane with go being 
mapped into the origin. Since all points on ' ~"' 5' 1 ) other 
than ~~ were exterior to _Q , the image of the line , which 
is the imaginary axis , is except for the origin exterior to 
the image of _Q_ • Thus Re ( -fW ) is a barrier function for :..,o , 




l~e previous proof started out by assuming the Cauchy 
integral theorem and a general background of complex functions . 
Then we proceeded by proving the mean value theorem from which 
the Poisson integral theorem followed by a geometric approach . 
This procedure is by no means necessary . It is possible to 
obtain the Poisson formula directly by solving the Laplace 
equation on a circle . From this we obtain the mean value 
theorem and the properties of harmonic functions which are 
necessary to prove the more gene::-al theorem. This, however, 
presupposes a knowledge of methods of solution of partial 
differential equations . In this section I will outline a 
method given by Nehari in his book Conformal Mapping , which 
starts with the fundamental <l-reen' s theorem of elementary 
calculus, from which he derives the mean value theorem. Then 
he defines Green's function and derives the Green's function 
for a circle from which Poisson's formula follows . 
Theorem 1: Green's theorem or Gauss' theorem. If Dis 
any domain (open connected point set) whose boundary is rl ' 
then for any bounded domain and for P and Q functions whose 
derivatives exist and are continuous in D, we have 
This is a theorem from elementary calculus, so I will omit 
- the proof . 
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If u(x , y) has continuous first partial derivatives in 
D =:: D + r , and if v (x , y) has continuous second partial deri v-
atives in D then as a consequance of theorem 1 we have, 
) ) ( dlo,x. llA Vx) + ~foj (lA \1~) ) Jyj ~-= ) lAVy d lj- LU/'1 J :X 
D r 
~ ) ~ tA-~ -v ~ -+ 'v~ \l >< x t u ~ v~ + u v ~ ~ 1 J x J :1 == \ u ·v )<' J :1 ~ u v ~ J 1 r D 
)) (IAxl\ ·vt~Yj) J~Jj+ n t-1l V 2\I )cixJ.'l = \ L\J'I-.-n Js 
D D V 
where as before -o'ld~ is the derivative in the direction of 
the normal , and the last step follows since 
d "; -= '7JJ; d ~ - d 'X d '-!>/ 
'Or, r-oy os '"'Qj /0 ~ 
as was shown in Chapter I . S refers to arc lengxh on I' . 
In the case that both u(x,y) and v(x, y) have continuous 
second partial derivatives , by similar reasoning we have 
)) (tA,V, "U~I/j )JxJ:J +)} V(V 2u) J,xJ'J _ 
D D 
If we subtract the two results we get 
) ) (u. v"v - v v'u) Jx J j = r,(A ·~,- v d ~ .. ) ds 
v r 
which is also known as 11 Green 1 s formula" . To distinguish this 
from the previous 11Green 1 s formula 11 , I will call this one 
"Green's second formula . " 
As a consequence of the second formula we have that if 
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u(x, y) equals the constant=l , and if v(x,y) is . harmonic in D 
then 'dvfol\ d.s o where D is any multiply 
r 
connected domain bounded by r . 
Next we get the mean value theorem for harmonic functions 
as a consequence of "Green's second formula . " Using the result 
of the last paragraph with D 
) 'C) ro ~ J s - ) 0 ~-.-- '\ d & 
r 
so that 
As a consequence we have 
= 0 
ziJ zi/ 
Jo=o 1 bwt [a~" de o ~..-f v Je 
0 
6 rz" r2" L } v J tT = 0 s'o ) . v J t9 = e O(l s+a-nt I 
o< o o 
Thus the last integral is independent of r . For any finite r , 
it gives 2-rr times the mean of von the circler . For r=O 
it gives 27Tv(O,O) . Thus we have proved t h e mean value 
theorem. As before, we get the maximum-minimum theorem as a 
direct consequence of the mean value theorem. The same 
derivation is valid here so I will not repeat it . 
In Chapter I we derived the Poisson integral formula by 
means of a conformal mapping of any point in the disc onto 
the center . vlliile this method gives a clear geometric picture, 
it has the weakness that the theory of conformal mappings by 
complex functions is valid only in two dimensions . Thus if 
we wish to derive the Poisson integral fo>cmt.l.lll. for more than 
two dimensions , we must first extend our theory of conformal 
.mapping . Actually we would only need a mapping of the inside 
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of a sphere onto itself . Howe ver, there is an alternate 
method which makes use of the so-called "Green 's function" 
and is independent of the concept of conformal mapping . 
First we must define the "Green's function 11 of a domain 
D. Let D be a smoothly bounded domain, that is one whose 
boundary has a continuously turning tangent . Let w(r,~) be 
harmonic in D and have continuous first partial derivatives 
in D. Denote the point ( 5 ) 7) interior to D by :· and let 
r, A- be polar coordinates about this point . Define h(r, e- ) = 
-log r + w (r, & ) • It can easily be shown that the. f'u.-rtd:ion 
log r is harmonic in any domain which excludes some neighbor-
hood of the point S • Thus if we define De;= D- L1 E. where .6_ c. 
is a disc of radius E. about §, , h(r, & ) is harmonic in D€. . 
In "Green's second formula", if both the functions u and v 
are harmonic in D, we get 
) (u"'~,- v•~-a.,) Js 
f1 
0 
where u and v have continuous first derivatives in D. Now 
if in this formula we let v = h and let u be an arbitrary 
function harmonic in D and with continuous first partial 
derivatives in D, we have 
0 
r < D , - r( At.) 
Since h = -log r + w, we have 
. ) ( •t u'X,"- h "~,) Js = c f'(u. (-Y,+'" ~,_ 1 -"%~ (- !_,! EJ +L>)J J 9 
nD) o 
and the right side can be written as 
I 
The middle term vanishes by "Green's second formula" , and the 
last one vanishes by the first consequence of "Green's second 
formula" since both u and w are harmonic in D. The first 
term is equal to -217 u( 5 , ·~ ). The result is 
u ( 5) '1/) = - ~2 u ) ( l(o ~11 - h oufo~) J s 
\' 
We note that · = ( ~ J '}1 ) is an arbitrary point in D. 
We now define "Green's function" in D as follows: 
where gl is harmonic in D and equal to log ron rwhere we 
recall that r is the distance from ~ . Thus g(z,~) = 0 on r 
and we have 
u. ( ~) = - '!. 
eTr 
since g has all the properties of h with the addition that 
g == 0 on r . Thus we have a formula for u ( '5 ) , s any point 
in D. Thus finding the "Green's ftll1c.tion" of a domain D is 
equivalent to solving the "Dirichlet Problem" for D on two 
counts . One, that if we know g , then for the boundary values 
u ( z) on fl we have a formula for u ( ~ ) for c:; in D. 1I'he other 
is that to find g we must find a function harmonic in D and 
equal to log r on the boundary r . 
We will find the "Green's function" for a circular disc 
-'1: 
whence it is possible to derive "Poisson's integral formula" . 
f ;1/0-/e: 7/te j"e.uts .fu11c.-/to11 Jepotds o .-1'1 ~~~ ·Hre e91o'"h. (?..-.ref I~ 
lrtdej>eucfo..-uf o f fit~ houl/f.de..r-y va.luo. 
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Let D be the circle C of radius R with center at the origin . 
r 
Let the polar coordinates of 3 be Cf ./ c{J J with f less than R 
and tho s e of z be (r, e- ) . Define r 1 = I z- S I and r 2 ==I z- ~ l 
2. 
where -~ = ( ~ J <{> ) is the symmetric point of 2) with respect 
to the circle cr . By the Law of Cosines we have 
2. ~ - '1.. - 2. ? y- C.n. ( e - (J ) +ro "L 
'<";_'- -=- R~2.-f_ r/~~.{D-cf)+~2 
Let g(z, S ) -=: -log r 1 +log r 2 + log t-o /R . This flilnction is 
harmonic everywhere except at the points r 1 = 0, r 2= 0, or ;a= o . 
If r 1 ::: 0 then z = '!f , if r 2 -::;.. 0 then z = $' and z is not in D, 
and lastly if !~ :::: 0 then ')= z . Thus g (z, g ) is harmonic 
everywhere in D except at z =~ . If we substitute in g(z, $' ) 
the values for r 1 and r 2 we have that 
< 2. 2 
l I ( t?-2.f"'Y"Ca.(6-r/)+'1/-'. 7R<..) I o~ -~- ~--------
£:. '{ 2- 2 ;{JY" C£l • ( (}- rl ) -t /;? L 
and it is easily seen that if z is on r then r == I z l = R and 
g (z, ~ ) = o . Conse quently g (z, :;;: ) is the "Green's functionn 
for a disc. 
Now to find the Poisson formula for this disc, we recall 
that 
We must now find an explicit expression for '"d~/0" on C-.J' On c'("" 
Hence by direct computation 
p'y- -~ ~- 2UJ{I3-Cf') 
'- ~2~~ R - 21:? '<"" fu (f)-~) + ,-_R2. 
~ -;: (!£) J _q_- £L 
'\2. -Zf>"&J /8-# )1-(> L 
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and we get at j z I = R, 
so we have 
which is the Poisson formula in polar coordinates . The 
remainder of the proof will now follow as in Chapter I and 
thus there is no need to repeat it . 
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CHAPTER III 
The previous two methods have derived the maximum 
principle for harmonic functions as a consequence of the mean 
value theorem. Also they both produced the Poisson formula 
from the same theorem. As I mentioned in the last chapter, 
we can derive the Poisson formula by solving the differential 
equation for a circle and an arbitrary continuous boundary 
function . Also we can prove a weak form of the maximum 
principle directly from the Laplace equation. Petrovsky does 
this in his book Lectures on Partial Differential Equations . 
Furthermore, except for the fact that his derivation of the 
Poisson formula is given for only two dimensions, his proof 
is completely generalized to an n-dimensional space . I will, 
in this chapter, give his proofs for the above two theorems 
and show how his existence theorem follows . 
Theorem 1: The maximum minimum theorem. If u{x,y) is 
defined in D = D + \' , and if it is continuous in. D and satisfies 
Laplace's differential equation in D, then if ) u l ~ M on f' 
then 1u1~ Min D. 
'l'he proof will be given for two dimensions only . Suppose 
that there is at least one point in D, say ~ = (a,b) such 
that u(a,b) is a maximum equal to m> H. We may assume that \' 
is the origin, for if not we consider the function u-u( S ) 
which fulfills all the requirements of our theorem. Let d be 
the least upper bound of the distance between any two points 
in D. we call d the diameter of D • . Thus we have I x 2+ y 2 1< d 
for all (x,y) in D. Now construct the function v ~ u(x,y)+ 
~m-Mf{2d2](x2+ y2), then v( S ) = m (<m-MY2d2 *x2 +- y 2 ) and 
since we took ) to be the origin we have v( ~ ) = m = u( ) ) . 
Let p0 be any point on r then we have v(p0 ) = u(p0 )+~m-It' 
(2d2j(x2+y2) . By assumption (x2+ y2) < d and u(pO) ~ M so that 
v(pO) < (m+ l"I)/2<m and v(x,y)< m for (x,y) on f1 . By hypothesis 
V 2.u = 0 and (m-M)jd2 > o. Thus we have 
'()L V(f{~ + d"LVt~)/ =- \7'-U.<f$) + z (lvt- tv'l) 
/--c)< 7_ /---o :i 2.. d z.... > 0 • 
We recall that v < m on r and for at least one point ~ in D, 
v ( 5 ) .:: m. Thus at !? , both 0 1.. VC 'S~ x z... and 0 7_ y( ~'l-a~ l 
must be greater than or equal to 0 . ~herefore we have a 
contradiction. Now if we assume that on r, u ~ -l'-1, and that 
for some S in D, u( ~ ) is a minimum equal to -m <. - , then if 
w = -u(x,y)+rrm-:tvJ)/2d~ (x2+ y 2 ), and as before assuming that 
~ = (0,0), we have w( S' ) =- +m and for any point p 0 on f' 
w(p0 ) = t m + ((m- )/2d9 (x2+ y2) < m. We reach the same contra-
._ 
diction as before, for -u, thus the theorem is proved . However 
the stronger form of the theorem which says that the equality 
m = M can hold only if u is constant in D is still a consequence 
of the mean value theorem. However, the uniqueness theorem 
and the theorem on the continuous dependence of harmonic 
functions on the boundary values are immediate results of this 
weaker theorem. 
To derive the Poisson formula, we use the Fourier method 
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of separating the variables to solve the Laplace equation. 
For two dimensions, if F(s) is defined on fl which we take to 
be the boundary of an arbitrary disc, r = A, where s refers to 
arc length measured from 8-:::: 0, we can replace F ( s) by f ( 8 ). 
We assume that f( Gr) has a piecewise continuous derivative on 
r . We want to solve the equation 
roL~ '\1.-- + ';x- d('d~ + \;" .... -ct·l';:Je'- -= o 
subject to the boundary conditions u(A, B- ) - f( 8 ) . We assume 
that the solution is of the form u (r, e- ) = (R (r)) ( c{J ( £?- )) . 
Substituting this into the equation we get 
where the primes indicate differentiation. Separating the 
functions of r and &- we have 
r/)t&J -(R<-<))(- I ) {J '(e) - "l... R'h-> + 'lr- R'(,d 
must be constant . If we let the constant equal y~ , we get 
two total differential equations 
f\11 f 
< 1 > r l e-) ·~ "A ct U9 > = o which has solutions /r&)= A&J. '{}: G +Bs,_._._.f>. ()-
2- II 
(2) ' R (Y) + K 1( ) - >-. Rc ) = o 
Letting R = rt we reduce this equation to t(t-1)+ t- )..:::: 0 or 
t =~[;X . Since u must be a single valued function, if u-
cP ( tf )R(r), cp must be periodic and have a period of 2 7T . This 
can only occur vThen A is the square of some integer n . Since 
the functions R~ r-n are discontinuous at the origin, they are 
Q:) 
not acceptable, so t he final solution is u = Z rn(Acos . n P. +Bsin .. n e-). 
0 1\ lfl 
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For n = 0 we have the term A0 If we let A0 equal some new 
A0 j2 , then our solution has the form of a Fourier series . If 
An and Bn are bounded , then forlr\< 1, the series can be 
cc 
majorized by the geometric series ~ I~n where M equals the 
0 
max(L . U. B. of ~~ L. U. B. of Bn) • In our original assumptions 
we might have assumed that the radius of our disc was 1 , for 
if this were not the case we could have solved the equivalent 
'2.. 
problem \1 U.( ~) ==o in the disc l rl ~ 1 where f 0 ( 9-,1) -= f(f) ,A) . 
1'hus in the disc I rl :5 1 our proposed solution and its derivatives 
converge as c an be seen by differentiating the geometric series . 
(X) 
On r ;;:::; 1 we have u = A0 /2 + ~(Aucos . n 9- + Bnsin6n 8 ) • If we 
define Au and Bn as the Fourier coefficients of f( ~), or 
f 0 ( & ) as the case may be, our boundary conditions will be 
s a tisfied . Thus u is the desired solution. To derive the 
standard form of the Poisson integral formula from our solution, 
we have 
CP 
l\.(-<e)- A;t. + Z "'}f(A.,C:0-..11& +Bv.~~.YI&) 
I 
211 co 2il 
lA (" 9 ) =-- 1/z" f t ( c{) d ~ -f ~rr ~ ~ ' 11 r (f) [ ~? }1 cp ~ ft e- +~1M. tl 4' _!;, L-~ }1 G>J i r(J 
0 
We know that this series converges inside the disc~r/ < 1 , and 
.. 
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inside any close·d disc r.::=:: ;:J < 1 the convergence is uniform, 
i 
hence 
L( (" 17) - ~ 21f r F ( <(>I o + 2 ~ , • U1/11 r "-"ij J cp 
0 
Now if we let (tf) - &) = cJ.... and let reio( = r(cos "'-+- i sin o< 
th~\ '( &-) ~ 1/zrr riC 'r ( <{J l (1-r 2_ ? Re_ (' e.~'i ~) H 
t> 
Co 
but 1 + 2 Re 2 (rei 0( )n = -1 + 2 Re ~ (reio<. )n . This last term 
I o 
is a geometric series whose sum is 1/(1-rei~ ) = (1-rei~ )-1 • 
Ct> i 
Making use of this we have -1 + 2 Re? (re "' )n = -1 + 2 Re (1-reio<) - : 
= -1 + "@ (1-r coso(]! ( l-2r coso<.+ r2) = (l-r2 )/ (l-2r coso<+ r2) . 
Putting this into our equation we have 
I ~2.11 I - """' 2.. , d J 
u ('< fr) -= Yzrr )0 r(4J (I t-\ 2 --2\Lx1(q-8~)) - 't 
I 
for the disc l rl =1 . For an arbitrary disc i ~ \=R we had by our 
transformation zO = z/R that transformed r = R onto r -= 1, so for 
r above we substitute r/R whence we get the more general form 
on 1r1 =R. 
In this derivation we have assumed that f( 9 ) had piece-
wis·e contin:uous first derivatives on r . ·This can be shown 
,... 
to be too strong a condition-on i' ( e) since we can, under the 
weaker assumption that f ( e) was continuous, take the deri va-
ti ves of u with respect to ()- and r, and show the harmonici ty 
of u. Also we can show that the boundary conditions hold under 
this condition by taking f ( & ) to be the limit of a uniformly 
convergent sequence of the more regular functions {t'n( B ~ • 
Then the limit exists and is continuous, so if we associate 
\vi th each f n ( e ) a Uu ( r' & ) , then by the uniform convergence 
I ZiT R'l-'\'2.. 
of { fn( &- )1 the~~ un(r, & ) = tzrr }o {tr/) (R·-~-,-z.-zR...--~ZJ(cf-cr)) J{J 
and by the maximum theorem, if Uu converges uniformly on the 
boundary, it converges uniformly in the disc . 
The remainder of Petrovsky's proof is, except for minor 
details, identical with that of Ahlfors, except that he gives 
a more general condition for the existence of a barrier function 
for a domain and extends the concept of a barrier function to 
the case of n dimensions . Here I will give only his more 
general condition for two dimensions . 
Theorem 2 : In a two dimensional region, if for any 
boundary point Q there exists a neighborhood ~ Q of Q in which 
it is not possible to draw a closed line around Q consisting 
only of points interior to the domain . This is equivalent to 
stating that the Dirichlet Problem can be solved for any region 
which is such that no component of the complement of the region 
reduces to a point . For a proof of this Petrovsky merely 
constructs a barrier function for an arbitrary boundary point 
Q of the region . His definition of a barrier function is 
slightly more general than that of Ahlfors in that Ahlfors 
requires a function which is harmonic on the boundary of the 
region, but Petrovsky requires a function which is superharmonic 
and continuous in 6 Q n 15 where f1 Q is a neighborhood of Q, 
and as Ahlfors he requires that it vanish at Q and be greater 
than zero at all other boundary points of D in the region of 
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definition. However, he gives a barrier function which is 
harmonic in .1 Q. no wh.Bre L\ Q is picked so that it is interior 
to a disc of unit radius about the point Q. In this region 
he claims that the function -Re(l/log(z-Q)), where we use the 
complex notation, z = x + iy = rei r; is a barrier function . The 
function w =z-Q transforms the arbitrary point Q to the origin 
and is obviously an analytic function for z in the whole plane . 
Log(w) is analytic in the whole plane except at the origin, 
so 1/log w is analytic in any bounded disc . Although the 
function Log w is not single valued, the real part1 equal to 
log R/ ~log R) 2 + 4Jz.] is single valued and harmonic in any 
disc I z-Q I= R < 1 where we let w = z-Q = Rei(.) • It is obvious 
that at z = Q, -Re (1/log(z-a)) = 0, and everywhere else in the 
disc R<l so lqg R<O . If A is any positive number the function 
1/A (-Re 1/log(z-Q)) has all the above properties in the region 
-o c 
6. Q n D where !J. Q C R <A. Now for a sui table choice of A we 
have L1 Q0 n D =D . Thus Petrovsky Is barrier function satisfies 
all the requirements of Ahlfor•s . Thus we find that (1/A) 
times ( -Re (1/log ( z-Q)) for any A> 0 is the required barrier 
function . Tnis completes the proof of the most general theorem 
which was originally stated . 
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CHAPTER IV 
In the introduction I mentioned that the variational 
problem, known as Dirichlet's Principle, was closely associated 
with the Dirichlet Problem. In the former w~ wan~ to prove the 
existence of a minimum for Dirichlet's Integral . Since, if 
this minimum exists,, it is a solution to the so-called 11 Euler 
Bquation11 of the integral, which in this case turns out to be 
the Laplace equation, The existence of a solution to the 
variational problem implies the existence of the ·solution to 
the differential equation. Ho\..rever, as Courant ppints ou~ in 
his book entitled Dirichlet's Principle , the converse is ·not 
always true . Hadamard showed. that there are c a ses where, 
although the solution of the ~uler equation exists and is 
finite, the value of the integral is, and remains, infinite . 
c. ?.I 0 . 
Courant repeats an example which was first given by Hadamard. 
If k is a disc of unit radius about the origin bounded by r , 
and if g is a continuous function defined on f' with the not 
co 
necessarily convergent Fourier series g :::. a0 /2 + ~(avcos v e +-
bvsin v 8 ) . Then as we have seen the function u = a 0 /2 + 
00 
~rv(avcos v e -t bvsin v e- ) is harmonic ink and approaches g 
I 
as we approach the boundary . The Dirichlet integral is 
D ( &l) :::::: ) l ~ I.A.'<") 2. 4 'I' 7.. ( ~\ ~) 2-J " J .....- cl e- • 
k: 
Since in the disc k, the Fourier series for u converges uniformly 
CD 
we can differentiate term by term. we get Ur == Z vrV-l(avcos v~+ 
I 
co 
bvsin v & ) -and ue- = Z vrV (avcos v 9 + bvsin v (} ) . Thus we see 
Y-=1 
t~at the integrand ur2 (l/r2)u~ is of the form 
~ 1A 2.. 'l-VI-2. '2.. a:>l 2. 2111-2. ,\L 
:f;_-: F( " (a 1i e_e; l1 e + b-1'\ ~""' 11 e) + ~ rn , (-a. y,.J!tJJ Jllf tJ +- & tv. f 1M I'A If; 
+ Z Z 2 [m'Yl \ 111 t 11 J [A &1 111 g ~ 11 t9-+ B. to1 ~B s~ Y1 19- + 
'7l14l1 
C~"W!P~ 11t9 + D~VI&~~rvts-] 
where A, B, c, and D are constants . Upon integration over the 
circle, the double sum term vanishes due to the orthogonality 
of the trigonometric functions . · The rest reduces to 
eo Jf 2 £ 11 2 Y 211 -:L( al'\2 + tn2 ) ( ~~: ¥Ll9 + 65J 2 'YI 0) ' j"' de 
k 11""1 . 
which due to the uniform convergence can be integrated term-
wise to give 
OG 
7T 2 11 (a~ + t~) y- 211 = Dru) . 
'/tl-; I 
Hadamard pointed out that there are cases where the Fourier 
series converges although D(u) is infinite, 
C(.) I 
a = ~ _g,11)1,! 8 • an example the function 0 ~ 
/U.:.j /( (;1) 
is uniformly convergent but JD {lA) = 7/ Z fi~ 
A::o1A 
and he gave as 
'lhis Fourier series 
= dO as can be 
verified by the ratio test for infinite series . We must there-
fore conclude that a proof of Dirichlet's Principle serves as 
an existence proof for a special group of equations V 2 GI = o , 
but is not .C\ general existence proof in that it is a sufficient 
but not a necessary condition . It turns out that the above 
mentioned special group consists of all functions harmonic in 
a region R whose boundary consists of Jordan curves and has no 
isolated points (a boundary point is isolated if in a suffi-
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ciently small neighborhood , it contains no other boundary 
points) where the function is equal to a function g on r 
with g continuous in R + I' , and with piecet-lise continuous first 
derivatives in R and such that D(g) is finite . Thus we see 
that most harmonic functions are included in this special group . 
For this reason it is interesting to include a proof of Dirich-
let's Principle as an alternate method of proving the existence 
of a solution to Laplace ' s equation for the majority of cases . 
I will give the first of two proofs given by Courant in his 
book on the Dirichlet Principle . The proof holds for the two 
dimensional case only, and as will be shown, cannot be 
extended to cases of three or more dimensiors . This does not , 
however, mean that the Dirichlet Principle cannot be proved 
k for higher dimensions . O. D. Kellogg gives a proof for the case 
of three dimensions in his book on potential theory . However , 
we only consider the two dimensional case here . The proof 
consists of constructing a harmonic function for our region R 
by a general smoothing process which is similar to our previous 
methods except that instead of a sequence of subharmonic or 
superharmonic functions , we use a so-called "minimizing 
sequence" for the corresponding integral . Then we show that 
this function minimizes the integral and satisfies the boundary 
conditions . The last step is carried out by means of an 
inequality of the oscillation of a function g on a circular arc 
in R, and the corresponding value of the Dirichlet integral 
D(g) over the circle , rather than by constructing a barrier 
function . 
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In the introduction, I stated the original and incorrect 
form of the principle . Thus I will start here with a correct 
statement of it and will then outline Courant's proof . 
For the correct form of "Dirichlet's Principle" we must 
exclude the cases where although the boundary value problem 
has a solution, the variational problem has no solution. This 
' 
gives use to the following statement. 
C. ?. II 
"Given a domain R whose boundary r consists of 
Jordan curves, where there are no isolated boundary points, 
let g be a function continuous in R + r and with piecewise 
continuous derivatives in R, such that the Dirichlet 
Integral D(g)- rr (gx2+ gy2)dx dy is finite . Consider 
R R 
the class of all functions ¢ continuous in R + f', with 
piecewise continuous derivatives in R, and having the same 
boundary values as g . (The class is not empty since it 
contains g t 11 where lJ is any function continuous in R+P 
and with piecewise continuous derivatives in R, and which 
vanishes on r . ) Then the problem of finding a function 
¢ for which D ( ¢ ) attains a minimum d has a unique 
solution rj = u . The function u is the solution to the 
boundary value problem 9 2U = 0 with the prescribed 
boundary values on fl • " 
To prove the above proposition we will need several pre-
liminary definitions and lemmas . An integral of the form 
I (g (x,y)) :::= [) f (g (x, y) )dx dy is called a functional in that 
R 
it depends on the function g rather than on the variables x,y. 
Definition: A sequence [gn~ of permissible functio.ns f'or 
some functional is called a minimizing sequence if the corres-
ponding sequence£ I(gn)~ tends to the G. L. B. as n tends to 
infinity . In general a minimizing sequence can be constructed 
whenever I(g) is bounded from below, but the sequence [ gn1· need 
not converge. Indeed the Dirichlet integral is greater than 
or equal to zero. Thus a minimizing sequence must exist . 
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however, this sequence does not always converge, and when it 
does converge the lirni t function is not alw.ays a permissible 
. 
function, for this would imply that the solution always existed, 
which as we have seen, is not the case . Courant gives an 
c . ? g 
example of one that does not converge in his book . 
From our previous chapters lve will make use of the two 
forms of Poisson's integral formula which we derived . For the 
case R=l 
where u(r, e ) is harmonic in the unit disc and equal to g( {)) 
on the boundary .. 
e will also need a slightly different form of Harn&k's 
theorem from that which we used in the first chapter . ~e claim 
that if a sequence [ unS of harmonic functions converges uni-
formly in a region, then they converge to a harmonic limit 
function and the sequence of derivatives converges uniformly 
in any closed subregion. By definition our region is open, so 
about any point of the region there is a disc which is contained 
in the region. In this disc we may express un by the Poisson 
formula where instead of the function .g (R, £}) ) we use the corres-
ponding un (R, ~ ) • Then, since the convergence is uniform, we 
can take the limit under the integral sign so we get a 
representation 
U.. ( '~ e ) ~ Y.z rr R r'L"(~ Rl '- \ U r R {) J,;; I 0 q"~--zih--Cc:~c</-&-) +-r"~-) 'f 
for any point r, ~ in the region . we have previously shown 
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that the function given by this formula is harmonic in the 
disc r <. R, Thus we have shown that u is harmonic in a neigh-
borhood of any point in the region, so it is harmonic in the 
region . In any ope~ disc in the region whose radius is R, we 
can express u(r, e-) by Poisson's integral . Inside the disc we 
may take the derivatives Uu and un of the integral which 
r e . 
are of the form ~ lf R ~ (( R1Y 1 ~ ~ HA-vd R cP) J c{J where f (R,r , 19-j~ ) 
is bounded for either case . Thus the uniform convergence of 
~ in the region implies the uniform convergence of the deriv-
ativ.es .in the disc . Now by the Heine Borel theorem, we can 
cover any closed subregion with a finite number of such discs . 
Thus we get the second part of the theorem. 
Lemma 1: The semicontinuity of Dirichlet's integral for 
harmonic functions . If a sequence of harmonic functions un 
converges to a harmonic function u in R, and if the convergence 
is uniform on any closed subregion R0 , then DR(u)~ lim DR(~) 
where DR(u) = )\ (ux2 +~2 )dy dx. This is an immediate con-
R 
sequence of Harnack's theorem, for the hypothesis implies the 
uniform co~vergence of ux and Uy in R0 • Thus we get 
D \tA) = Lt'm D 0 (1)11) ~ L~~ DR (lA~) R0 11_,.CO R 11->cx ' 
where the last step is due to the positiveness of D(un) and 
its additive property (that is, Da(u)+ Db(u) :;::;.. Da+ b(u)) . To 
complete the proof we let R0 tend to R. 
Definition: We define Q(u) as the set of functionals of 
u such that if Q1 (u) is in the set, then Q1 (Au) is in the set 
and if Q1 (u1 ) and Q1 {u2 ) are in the set then Q1 (Au1 + Bu2 ) is 
i 
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in the set , where A and Bare constants . The functionals Qi(u) 
in Q(u) must also be such that Qi (u) ~ 0 and Qi (Au1 + Bu2) = 
A2Qi(u1 )+B2Qi(u2 )+ 2ABQi(u1 ,u2 ) where we define Qi(u1 ,u2 )= 
~i (ul + u2)-Qi(ul)-Qi (u2 Uj2 . We can show that as a consequence 
. 
of our definition the following property known as the Schwarz 
inequality must hold . We must have [Qi (~, u2 U 2~ Qi (u1 )Qi (u2 ) . 
If either Qi(u1 ) or Qi(u2 ) is zero the property is trivial , so 
if we assume that neither is zero, then there is some positive 
constant c such that Qi(u2 ); c2Qi(u1 ) . By the bilinearity we 
have for A==c an:d B = 0 , Qi(cu1 )::. c2Qi{u1 ) . For A;;.c and B=l 
we have c2Qi (u1 ) + % (u2 ) + 2cQi (u1y2 ) = ~ (cu1 + u2 ) , also 
Qi (cu1 + u 2 ) = Qi (cu1 ) + Qi (u2 ) +- 2Qi (cu1 , u2 ) . Combining these 
we get Qi(cu1 , u2 ) = c%(u1y2 ) . By the positiveness of %(u) 
we have 0 ~Q1 (cul-u2 )= c2~{u1 )+ Qi(u2 )-2Qi{cu1 , u 2 ) . Trans -
posing we have 2Qi(cu1 , u2 ) = 2cQ1 {u1 ,u2 ) ~ c2Q1 (u1 )+ Q1 {u2 ) 
a.nd by assumption we get 2cQ1 (u1 u2 ) < c
2% (u1 )-+ c2~ (u 1 ) so I 
c ]2 2 2 . Qi (ul~2) ~ cQi (ul) and LQi (ul, u2) ~ c lQi (ul )] == ~. (ul )~ (u2) • 
We note that this inequality implies l_% (u1u2 )]
2£ 4 Q1 (u1 )Qi(u2 ), 
and together with the positiveness of ~(u) this shows that 
Q(Au1 + Bu2 ) ~ 0 for all A and B. 
Two imraediate consequences of Schwarz's inequality are 
t n e so called triangle inequalities . 
(1) (l:_ (u;+U-J == Q~(L.q+Ql(t-ll..) +2Q,·(tl,p,_) ~ Q,' W,)~Q 1 (U<)+2.~Q(.lU 1 )Q~(U,_) 
whence i Ql (lA, 11;.,_) ~ i QL'(ift) + /G, -Uh) 
(2) Cl~(~·I,~Ul-)-=- Q;'(U,)iQi(U<)-zQ~(U,1 Ul-) ~ QdU,)+Q,clA~.)-2.~Q~cv~,)G_~W,_) 
and -J Qr: W,-t-t,_) ~ Y Qi(U,) -Y Q; (U._) 
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'I'hese inequalities enable us to show that if Q(u1 ) and Q(u2) 
exist for a region R, then Q(u1 ±u2 ) and Q(u1 ,u2 ) exist for the 
same region. We note that if R is open then the integral QR(u) 
is improper and we nrust consider a sequence of closed subregions 
~ in which u is uniformly continuous . We then def~ne QR(u) 
In any region Rn the above inequalities give 
and Q_ R ~ U 1-l-\7-) = Q R (- u, )+ QR (W-J + 2 Q, (-U, 1 ~t.) :S QR t-U,)+ QR (1,\1.) + 2 Y Q~(-u,) QR (uJ 
"\.\ \\ "'" "" 1-l "' ''"' lA 
2. 
so GR" (tt,-ul-) ~ [~tJ,) -~-~a{{>\<u,_)J <co 
since Q( -u1 ) =- Q(ul) . 
Another property of these functionals is the following 
lemma . 
large, then for every > 0 there exists a small boundary 
strip R0 such that QRo(un) < ~ for all n. By hypothesis we 
can find an N sufficiently large so that for n >N we have 
QRo(un-uN) ~ ~~ • Now for any finite N we can pick R0 so small 
that Q.R0 (~) < c-:::"1 for all n ~N. Then for all the remaining 
n we have by the triangle inequality . ) R"'tLl~-.-u~) +-{Q\io~U.w) 
• Thus for all n, QR0 ( un) .<.. E. • 
Corollary: Suppose Q(~) exists for all n and Q(un-~)?--0 
on some region R and that there is a function u for which 
QR ' (~-u) ~o for all closed subdomains R' in R. Then Q(u) 
exists and both QR (un-u) ~ 0 and Q(u) = lim Q(u __ ) . By the 
11-?cx:> -n 
triangle inequality we have iaR,(v,) -~G.r<'ffA~o.) ~ yQR.'(U-I.A'K) 
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which implies that lim QR 1 (un) = QRr(u) . By the positiveness 
•11-J>- 01 
' ' 
we have QR' (un) ~ QR(un) . Since QR(un) exists for all n and 
since Q(un)-Q(~) can be made arbitrarily small, Q(un) is 
unii'ormly bounded in R_, Thus the lirni t must exist in R. By 
our lemma we can find an R0 such . that QR0 (~) < E:/B and 
QR0 (u) < E./8 for all n . Pick N sufficiently large so that 
• 
Then' by the triangle inequality we have 
QR(u-un) = QRO+R' (u-~) < £. for n > N and R = R0 + R1 • Thus 
QR(u)~QR(un) can be made arbitrarily small and our corollary 
:follows . 
Next we prove Dirichlet's Principle for a circular disc 
C whose boundary is f' . We assume the disc has a unit radius . 
By hypothesis there exists a permissible function g such that 
Dc(g) < OD . Consider the harmonic polynomials given by 
11 
Un = a0 /2 + ~ rV(avcos ' V &+ bvsin v e- ) where av and bv are 
the Fourier coei'ficients of the not necessarily convergent 
series. for g on f' . Since un is harmonic for all r and e- it 
is harmonic in c + r . Following Courant Is notation, we let 
:S \l = g-un• Then D0 ( ~.d = )c) (gx-~x) 2-4- (gy-Uny) 2 d.x dy, and 
if we let De (g, un) = bl (gxunx -t- gYuny )dx dy, we have De { 3.,) = 
D0 (g)+ D0 {un)-2D0 {g,~). It is a special case of a previous 
11 
result that D (u_~) = 1T 2 v2r2V(a 2+ b 2) C ~n v~ v v .::::::. CD since a v 
bv are bounded. Since D( S~ ) is one of the above class of 
functionals, the existence of D(g) and D(un) implies the 
existence of D( .5'., ). Thus D( s>11 ) <(X) . From above we have 
and 
D (g) = D ( f01 ) + D ( 11n) + 2D ( ~ .. , lin) • On page 2.. 7 we derived the 
following consequence of' Green's first formula for a domain D 
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bounded by r : 
))liAxVx-t1A~V~)JxJ.:i +\')v 7~ j)ljj = ~ y'd~v.. c\s 
D D r 
for v with continuous first partial derivatives and u with 
continuous second partial derivatives in D= D ;-{' . Using this 
formula with v -= S'11 and u = Un we have 
D (~~Pv.) = )}\~1\y v\1\x ~ ~"~ tA.";i Lhd~ "= )) 5'" du~~J B- -)) s" \7 t~ d)< d ~ 
C Y~l C 
2..1f 
loihence we have D (~\,p"-) -== J -<;"' d«Ya'r J 9 • If we put in the 
0 
series expansion for 5..., we have ~11 =- g-llu and on r = 1, 
ro ·~ 
3"' = a 0 /2 + ,.23{ avcos v e-+ bvsin v e) -a0 / 2 - :;£., avcos v & + bvsin v 8 1/=t co v=.t 11 · 
so on f', S>V\ = 2:2 avcos v G i- bvsin v f} • d lA11. L = ~ v(avcos v t9+ 
V=l'ltl fO'(' V-=" I 
bvsin v e ) on f' . From the orthogonality of the functions 
cos nB-cos m t9- , cos n P sin m8 , etc . we see that D(5~ ,llu) ==O so 
we have D(g) = D(s\.,)+ D(~) , and by the positiveness of D(S:~) 
we have for all n, D(g) ~ D(llu) • By Harnack's theorem the 
polynomials un converge to a harmonic limit function in c, and 
converge uniformly in any closed subdomain . Also they converge 
to the boundary values g on r . Then by the semicontinui ty of 
Dirichlet's integral we have Dc{u) ~lim De(~)~ D(g) . Since 
g was arbitrary this proved that Dc(u) is the minimum. To show 
the uniqueness, we obs erve that for any function h with D(h)<ro 
and piecewise continuous first derivatives in C, where h van-
ishes on the boundary r, as above D(u,h) = V M -"d1o-n Js 
)) h'V"-u _dx Jj = o . Alternately if D(u) i: a minimum, say 
c 
2. 
D(u)= d, then D(u+ E. h) = D(u)-t- ;2 ED (u,h) + E D(h) . Then 
. ~(D<~£= 2D(u,h)+ 2 E D(h) must vanish for E:. = 0, so D(u ,h) must 
equal zero . Now if we let h=~-u, then D(g) = D(u-rh) =D (u)+-D(h) 
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and D(g) is less than D(u) unless h is identically zero . This 
shows the uniqueness of u, and thus we have shown a solution 
to the problem which meets our requirements, which completes 
the existence theorem for a circular disc . We notice that the 
proof depended on the construction of a sequence of harmonic 
polynomials in the unit disc which converged as r~ 1 to the 
boundary funct i on g which was represented by ·a not necessarily 
convergent Fourier series . We remark here that this particular 
construction can not be extended to the case of three dimen-
sions . On a unit sphere, we consider a boundary function 
defined by a not necessarily convergent double Fourier series, 
3 = z ~ \ [~~ 11 CBJ. 11, e, ~ 11l 6 i &--w ... t!.a 11 & s.;,.. 118 + c .. u Su~vl,f) "'-ll~ (' l'l,~c l\~-o l I 1- .z... ' ltnl. I I 2. l. "t~2.... I <-6),zCJz_ 
where 
a -..,llc = 1/u, r I jfj(e,e"l i!tsJ 11,0, (6J fU'L )8, j ()c 
-rr -lT 
The three dimensional Laplace e quation in polar coordinates is 
+ e..11, '112... ~~ 11, f), t..6) Uz_f._ 1 d11 1 11z_~ 11,& 1~ /.12 tSt. S 
approach the boundary values, but that they are not harmonic . 
Thus the argument breaks down . 
In the completion of the proof we make use of the Schwarz 
inequality for integrals . This may be derived in exactly the 
same way as the same inequality for the functionals Q(u) . 
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we have o ~\)(u-cv) 2dx dy =)\ u2d.x dy-rc2 )V v2d.x dy-2c)fuv dx dy . 
R o R 2 F- C 2 R 
Transposing we get 2c If uv dx dy ~ )\ u qx dy + c2 l r v d.x dy . 
R R R 
Assuming that neither u or v .. equals zero, in which case the 
thing is trivial, there -must exis.t a c> 0 such that )\ u2d.xdy = 
r R 
c2)fv2dx dy . Substituting this we have 2c})uv dx dy ~ 2))u2dx dy 
so Rc~[)J ~v dx d~ 2 ~ DJu2dx d;J 2_. Then w: get c2[!J uv dx dyJ 2 ~ 
. c2 ))u2dx dy ) f v2dx dy and we get the Sch~v-arz inequality for 
int:grals, [fJuv dx dy]2 ~ \l u2dx dy IJ v2ctx dy , 
Lemma 3: If ff (~)2dx dy tends to zero for a sequenc~ of 
R 
functions un, harmonic in· R, as n and m tend to infinity, the,n 
the sequence {_ ~ ~ tends uniformly to zero on any closed sub-
region R' and so do the derivatives . Let C be any disc about 
a point P, which is in some R1 , and whose radius is h . We apply 
the mean value theorem for harmonic functions, which gives 
~211 
u'\1 CP) == 'lz rr 1 u~ <x; .9) J e- • Integrating both sides with respect 
C:> 
to r \>Te get J o\-l,. <P) " J.., .- I fl.,\lil J I lzTT o /0 u ... CY,&) y-- " d c9- so 
U"l?) =~IT~?. f}v. .._<l<':l)Jxl:J • Then due to the Schwarz inequality 
c. 
with u ""un and v =- 1, we get 
Lu~ (p) r ~ c !11..)' Wu~ h.JJ"" l ~k2 )Jcu .. )z Jx J~ 
and by hypothesis the last term tends to vanish. Since P was 
arbitrary, this shows that [ un ~ tends to ' zero in a disc about 
any P. By the Heine Borel theorem, we 'can, cover R' with a 
finite number of such disc~ . Thus tUnS-?> 0 uniformly in any R' • 
Since a harmonic function is the real or imaginary part of an 
analytic function whose derivative is analytic, the derivative 
of a harmonic function is harmonic . Applying the mean value. 
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theorem to ur' we get U.,.. = ~ y-"- )J }~~ ( U (Y+th-;&-J -IA(_'<;e)) y- J, J <9-~ 
c [l....- -> 0 ..1....-
By the first part of the lemma, we can, for large n, make the 
numerator arbitrarily small independently of A r, thus ur -?> O. 
Similarly all derivatives of u ~ o . We note that since the 
derivatives of a harmonic function u are themselves harmonic , 
i mplies that both f[ ux 2dx dy 
Then we can apply lemma 3 to 
conclude that D(u) ·->- 0 implies ux and uy ~ 0 uniformly in R' . 
Similarly it also applies to ur and u&. This leads to the 
following lemma . 
Lemma 3a: If R' _is any closed subr.egion of R, and if we 
have a sequence of harmonic functions ~ defined in R, t'hen 
if DR(un-um) -:J~>-0 as m and n tend to oo , and if also (un-~)-?o-0 
at some suitable point Pnm of R' which may depend .on m and n, 
t h en the functions ~ tend uniformly to a harmonic function u 
in R1 and the derivativ-esof un tend uniformly to those of u 
in R1 • Also DR(un-u) ~0 and DR(Uu) -?>DR (u) for large n . This 
follows from lemma 3 and Harnack's theorem. The hypothesis 
DR(un-~) -?<-0 i mplies that (Uu-U:m)r ·~O uniformly in R' by 
lemma 3 . If for some point Pnm in R, (~.;.um) -~ 0 as n and 
m :-?>CIJ, there is a circle about Pnm of radius £;' > 0 . in an R', 
and on t he circumference , of this circle we can write :for an 
arbitrary value 9, , 
~ 
u 'lA c s cr. ) - ()""' ( s e, ) = [ ( u l1 - Uw) J 'I -+- { () ./ P., ..... ) - a,,_d p11 ~J) " 
.. ) 0 y 
For any E > 0 there is an N1 such that if mJ- n > N1 then . 
. 1 (un(Prun)-~(Pnm)) < clz , and there is an N2 such that if 
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mJ...n >N2 then (un-~)r < E.,.z_ S in R' . Thus for n<:f- m> N where 
N is .max(N1 ,N2 ), (un-um)<~ in the circle . Thus the set of 
points where (un-~) tends to zero is open . By a similar 
argument, if at some point Pnm, lliu-~)>M, then there is a 
disc in. which (~-Urn) is greater than Iv1- ~ for any E > O, so 
the set of points where (u -u ) fr 0 is open. If we call these 
n m 
sets s1 and s2 respectively, then S1 U s2 ·= R and s1 n s2= 0 
since both s1 and 82 are open and since R is connected, Then 
either 81 or 82 is empty . By hypothesis there is at least 
one point in 81 , so 82 must be empty and (Uu-'\n) ~ 0 for all 
points in R. Now by Harnack's theorem the sequence\~\must 
converge to a harmonic function u in R and the convergence is 
uniform in every closed subregion R' . Also the derivatives of 
un converge unifopnuy to those of u in R' . This implies that 
in R1 D(un-u) -7- 0 and thus D(un) --;;. D(u) since / D{un)-YD(u) . . ~ 
{D(Uu-u) . Now by lemma 2, for a suitable R1 we can make D ~(u -u) R-R . n 
less than any E greater than zero . Thus we conclude that 
DR(un-u) ~ 0 and DR(~)--"- DR(u) . 
In the previous proofs we made use of barrier functions to 
show that the functions which were constructed satisfied the 
boundary.requirements . Courant makes use of a lemma on the 
variation of a function on a circular arc in the required 
region R. 
Lemma 4: If for any bounded region R whose boundary is 
l', cp is a function defined on R +I' and which has piecew:ise 
smooth first derivatives in R, then for any c~rcular arc about 
a point 0 not necessarily in R, and whose radius is r 0 , if the 
arc intersects the region R, 
then for suitably chosen 
positive numbers a and b with 
a - b =h and b ~ r 0 ~ a , the con-
centric arcs of radius a and 
b intersect R, and if P1 and 
P2 are any two points on a 
subarc of the arc of radius r 
which is entirely in R, 
( 
L~(r,)-~(?z~z~ ~h Dco(~ ) ~ 
0 
where A is t h e arc length from Pl to P2 and C
0 is lim C 01~ 
R '~R 
lim en R' where C is the disc of radius a about the point o. ~-~K. 
By the definition of ~ , DC0(~) is an improper integral . That 
is why we must define C0 as above . Obviously Dco ( f) ? Dco' ( ~ ) . 
Also Dco' ( ~ ) = \f ( {J'<z+ r - 2 cP; )r dr d & . If we let s = r e-
c ?... 
we get Dco, ( cP ) = )\ ( cP-1.. + cP'i )dr ds and 
co' Y' 
~ ) f cfs 1. j Y j ~ 
(lr ~ '("$~)11 R' 
By the mean value theorem for integrals 
\ ~ <- d~ 
for suitable a and b . Now using the Schwarz inequality 
4, u{J ? h (L.)~R~ J s >I k~ .)oQ'\ Llt.)A f,s d s r 
and by the fundamental theorem of calculus we have 
t· ( ?' \ · { ( 1',) = ( J's J S • A l9o 1 I ?, · ~, I ~ I ( < , •• ) A ,0 'I • 
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'2.. 
Combining these results we get 14(~)-t(P2)J ~ ll'= '~)n~' 0 1~) L ~ 
and thus l~C?,) -cPcPJJ'L~ .zT!"'o hDc." C~) !:: 2Tfe--- ~c.-0 ( <})) • 
To get the strongest form of this inequality we notice that 
instead of integrating over C01 we could integrate over a 
smaller region consisting of that part of C01 lying between 
' 
rays from 0 throu~h the points P1 and P2 • In this case 
(r::. r 0 ) () R 1 equals the arc length from P1 to P2• This com-
pletes the proof of the lemma . 
Lemma 5: Let(~ ) be a sequence of functions with piece-
wise continuous first partial derivatives in a region R and 
which vanish on the boundary r of. R. If DR ( 5'11 ) is uniformly 
bounded, say DR ( 5'11 ) < N for all n, then for any minimizing 
sequence i ~"S , DR( 5'1\ 1 <{,.. ) ~ 0 for large n. Let DR( 4>n ) -= ~ 
and let d be lim D(q~) . Then by our definition of a minimizing 
11~Cb 
sequence, d is the minimum value of D(~) for all permissible 
functions -'{> • 1'he ·function cPVI t E. S'11 is a permissible function 
so d ~D( 4J'h + E:5'n ) and so D( c{)111 +E. q)\ )-d ~ 0 and we have 
D(cP"') -d +E D( )'11 )+ 2 £D ( ~11 JqJ'\\ ) ~ 0 so dn-d + 2 ED ( <{'111 ~11 ) + ll"l7' 0 
for all £ • This can be true only if the discriminant 
4(D(4J"'; 5\J )2.-4(dn-d)M ~ O. So (D( cf>n; ~11 ) . ) 2 ~ (~-d)M and for 
large n , dn tends to d . Thus for large n, D(~~~~~) is 
arbitrarily small which proves the lemma . 
Lemma 5a: If { cPnS is any minimizing sequence for D ( 4J ) , 
then D( <{)" - ~m) -7 0 as n and m--.:;;. co . As above we have 
D( q\+e (cp11- cP'l") ) ~ D(qJll)-t-E-:z.D(4" - <QM ) +'2E:D (~ cR - ~1'1 ) ~ 0 which 
2 I 
implies as before [n (f~,l~v.-~lvl)] -(dn-d)( D(~)\ - ~'\01 )) ~ 0 so 
2 
LD ( ~"'J~"~ - ~~)B ~ (dn -d )D( {)\- f ,,) • 
(~-dn)(D( .j),.. - ~')f )) . If 1.-1e add these two inequalities we get 
't
2 
\ D t .()~) t )J r~ ... -.f~)- ill(.) +:Dr t1; DC f~- f~)- Dr?~){~~-~~ (h.-J •1 l,-J) 
Since D(c:{!11 - ~111 ) = D( cP."' - c{) , we have D( c(>~+~ - ~11 ) ~JD(~'"' - ~~ ) (~dn-d+ 
fdm-d) so ·{ D · ( ~'l<-\- c{'11 ) { i~-d ~-d , and ~ and ~ tend to d as n 
and m tend to infinity . Thus D ( <P.,..- ~ ) ~ 0 . 
Corollary: If ~m. and 4 are two minimizing sequences 
1t1 (' 
of D( ~ ), then the mixed sequence l 4{14'\ ~'}'!.-\~ is also a minimizing 
sequence so D( ~'lll. - 4'111) -7 0 .as m ~ Cb . 
We can now prove that for any domain R whose boundary r' 
consists of Jordan curves with no isolated boundary points , if 
g is any function continuous in R+ r' with piecewise continuous 
first partial derivatives in R and such that DR(g) ~ co ,, then 
\ 
t nere exists a function u, harmonic in R which tends to the 
values of g on f' , for which D( r~ ) attain~ a minimum d . c{J is 
the class of all functions continuous on R 1-r with piecewise 
continuous derivatives in R and such that ~ -g vanishes on r . 
To prove t h is we construct a harmonic . function in R and show 
that it minimizes D( {J ) and that it tends to g on II . 
We use the Dirichlet Principle for a circle to construct 
a function on R by means of a smoothing process . Let {)., be any 
minimizing sequence for DR ( ~ ) and let c1 be any disc in R 
bounded by Q • By means of Poisson 1 s integral formula we can 
I 
construct a function ~ 1 harmonic in c1· and equal to ~ on k: . 
Due to Dirichlet 's Principle for a circle we have o01 (un) ~ D01 (~) 
Now if we construct f)~ equal to ~ 11 on R-c1 and equal to Uu' 
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on c1 , then DR( 5'~ ) ~ DR(f'Vl ) so Q~ is a new minimizing sequence 
for D( c{) ), and d ~ DR( ~~ ) ~ DR( l()YI ) . By lemma 5a DR( ')~- .t)-+0 
so Dc1 (un'-~ 1 )~ o. Now if we can show that at some point 
Pnm in c1 , (u '-u ')---+- 0, then we can apply lemma 3a to show n m 
that un' converges to u' in c1 • To do this we construct a 
disc c1° in c1 whose radius is h/2 . About some point 0 outside 
C1° we draw two circular arcs tangent , to c1°. Since R is 
bounded, we can pick 0 far enough outside R so that both these 
arcs intersect the boundary of R. By lemma 4 t here is an arc 
of radius r 0 about the point 0 
which cuts through c1° such 
that for any tw~ points P1 and 
P2 on a subarc of this arc 
which is entirely in R, we can 
\-Trite cp ( ?, ) - fC?2 ) ~ l 2.:[' Di\o (f) 
where a is the radius of the 
larger of the two tangent arcs, 
and R0 =' lim R' n (( r-0 ) .{ a), 
R'~R 
and where <P is any permissible fu?ction. If we take 4J= 5'~-)~ 
and for P1 take a point in c1o and for P2 take the nearer of 
the two points (r=r0 ) ()\ , thenr:?~C~) - ~~ (?1 U-\j~t?~)-<:f~,(f .. ~ 
~ -/ zfa._ UH .. (<5~ -~~) • By lemma 5a the ri~hthand side can be 
made as small as desired for suitably large n and m. Also, 
since the. functions ~~ and ~~· are a minimizing sequence for 
D ( f ), they must fulfill the boundary conditions and so are 
91 I I 
identical on f' . Therefore J"' (P2 )- ~ (P2 ) =- 0 so that _5>-11 (P1 )-
)~ (P1 ) ~ 0 as n and m ~a> and by lemma 3a, ~ '~ u' which is 
\ 
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harmonic in o1 • Thus the new minimizing sequence g~ converges 
in cl to a harmonic function ul . 
If now we pick another disc· 02 in R and construct the new 
' - 2. . 
sequence of function~ t ~'l\ ~ which equal ~ 2 , a harmonic function 
I 
defined by the Poisson integral on o2 , and equals ~~ on R-02 , 
we get a new minimizing sequence £ S'~ f since d ~ DR ( ~: )~DR ( CS:~ ) . 
This new sequence is harmonic in o2 and also in o1-o2 • If 
01 () 02 is empty 1 then 01-02 = 01 j otherwise, we can show that 
l. 
on o1 n o2 1 3'~'~ = un 
1
• T}lis is true since in o1 n c2 the mixed 
sequence £5'~ ~~ S is a minimizing sequence and both g~ and f~ 
are harmonic . By lemma 5a, D(S'~ - ~: ) ~ 0 in any disc in c1n o2 
as m and n tend to infinity, and as before we can show by 
I '2. 
lemma 4 that at some point P in this disc ( $'~~ - S''l'l ) .....;;- 0, so by 
P' 2.. lemma 3a the .functions ~1)\ and ~'11 tend to a unique harmonic 
function , in the disc . We already know that s~---="" un I, thus 
2.' 
s~..,.. Un I in any disc in Ol () 02 and thus in the whole of 01 n 02 . 
Thus we have constructed a new minimizing seque.pce ~ 3: ~ which 
is harmonic in 01 u 02 • As before we can show that this 
sequence converges to a harmonic function u2 in o1uo2 and we 
see that on o1 , u
2 
= ut . This process is _called a smoothing • 
. We can continue this smoothing, applying it to any disc fn R. 
For any closed subregion R 1 in R, we know that we can cover R' 
by a finite number of discs in R. Thus we can construct a 
minimizing sequence -[ ):~·which is harmonic in R' and which 
converges to a harmonic function ·um in R•, and we know tha~ 
This construction defines a unique harmonic 
I 
function in every closed subregion R1 of R. Since any point 
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in R is in at least one closed subregion of R, namely a disc 
of radius g where S is sufficiently small, we have defined 
a unique harmonic function in R. ~e will call this function u . 
Next we wish to show that D ( u) = d . For any R' in R there 
is a minimizing sequence fg~~S which is harmonic in R' . By 
? t' ' lemma 5a , DR(~-%< - ).J ~ 0 for large m and n . By assumption 
DR( S: ) exists for all n . We can show by lemma 3a that unP~uP 
uniformly in R' . Thus DR' (u; -u ) -7 0 , an~ the corollary to 
1 emma 2 shows that DR ( u ) = l11i~ DR ( un ) . d . 
Our last task is to show that u(p)-+ g (A) as p ...,.. A, where 
p is a point in R and A is a point on 11 • Since u is defined 
in R only, we must extend it continuously out tor • Also 
since g is uniformly continuous on ~~ it is sufficient to prove 
that u(p)--? g (A0 ) as p ~A0 , where A0 is the nearest boundary 
point . As I mentioned earlier, Courant bases his proof of this 
on lemma 4. we must show that 
for lp-A0 1< ~ ,lu(p)-g(A0 )\ <E. 
for any E. > 0 . Let p be a 
point in R whose distance from 
the nearest boundary point is 
2h where h is suitably small, 
say less than some S > 0, and 
so that a disc of · radius 2h 
about p does not meet I' at any 
points other than A0 • Then 
consider the boundary strip of 
R whose width is 4h. Call this 
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subregion Soh~ and note that the disc of radius 2h about p is 
in .sh . By lemma 2 we know that D3h(c~) is bounded so we can 
write {4 TrD.shCf11 ) < 'Th for all n , _and %---0 as h --:"' 0 . 
If we apply lernm.a 4 on an arc of radius rn' h < rn <2h, and 
use the region Sh rather than R, noting that this arc is 
entirely in Sh, we get [c(\...("?
1
) -~11 (\->7_)Jz. { (2.Tf~_2.h)_ (Dt-:cc(J'\1)) .S 
.f) 2. Ll-u 'D0 k(cv~)= ~) for any two points P1 and P2. on the 
arc of radius r , and where k is the_· disc of _radius rn about 
. n 
P, so ~ ( ~n) ~ Dsh ( <{)" ). Thus f"'- ( P1 ) ~ cP'I\ ( P'2 ) <. .~ for any 
two points on the arc and for arbitrary n . About the point 
A0 construct an arc of radius (J "" , h ~ ~.f'\ ~ 2h . This arc will 
intersect th.B arc about P and also f' . Let these two points 
be called q and A 0 respectively . Using lemma 4 once more , 
n n 
we get 4)1)\ (An°) = g(A:n,O) by defin~tion of the functions o/1'1 , 
so I g (Au 0 ) - o/~ ( qn) \ z \lh · , if h is small enough , that the arc 
q~n ° is e~tirely in R +- )l • Now take for c{)"l/\ the function · .S~ 
which is harmonic in the closed subregion R' which contains the 
disc k . All the above inequalities still hold; furthermore, 
by the mean value theorem for harmonic functions and the 
p 
continuity of ).'Y\ on the circumference of k, there must be a 
point on the boundary of k where ~: = UnP(P) . If we call 
this point P1 and if we let P2 =qn' combining ·our inequalities 
f pP 
unP(P)-g(A:n,0 ) = unP(P)- ~'YI(qn) + .) 11 (qn)-g(Au0 ·) < 2 ~ . Also we 
have g(AO) - g(An°) <£(h) , thus un.P(P)-;-g(AO) < 2 6-h -t- £ .(h) . 
This inequality is independent of n and holds for all Unq' with 
q ~P . Thus we can conclude that u(P)-g(A0 ) can be made 
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arbitrarily small for sufficiently small h e Thus for any 
E > 0 there is a ~ so that for h < ~ , u(P) - g(A0 ) < E • 
This concludes the proof of 11 Dirichlet ' s Principle" . 
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CHAPTER V 
Since most numerical work on partial differential equations 
such as the one which we consider in this paper is carried out 
by means of finite differences, it may be of interest to give 
an existence proof which is based on · the methods of ·finite 
differences . In this chapter I wi~l give such a ~roof for the 
cases where the region over which we must solve the equation is 
simply connected . The following proof is taken from a paper 
"Uber Die Partiellen Differenzengleichungen Der Mathematischen 
Physik 11 by Courant, Freldrichs, and Levy . 
We must first give some preliminary definitions . 
Definition : A grid for our ~wo dimensional case consists 
of all the points of intersection of two orthogonal sets of 
parallel lines. One set is parallel to the x-axis and the 
other parallel to the y-axis . The above points will be called 
grid points . We further specify that these lines be equidistant 
from 'each other, and we denote this distance by h . Thus with 
each value of h, h > 0, we associate a grid which we will call Gh. 
Definition : For any bounded region R in the plane , we 
denote by Rh the set of all points of the grid Gh which are in 
R and such that in any component (we define the components· of 
R as the maximal connected subsets of R) all the points can be 
connected from a fixed prescribed point of the component by a 
connected net of grid points . 
We next define the forward and backward differences in 
the following way . Assume that one line of our grid Gh is 
identical with the x-axis and one identical with the y-axis , 
then any point of our grid has coordinates nh,mh where m and n 
are integers . If u is a grid function , (that is , u is defined 
on some set of points Rh) then we define llx and ux as follows 
We then note that u(x+ h , y)X. = u(x,y)x• Also we see u(x , y)xx = 
u(x, y)x.x= [u(x-h , y) - 2u(x, y)+ u(x + h , yL)jh2 . We define u(x,y) y 
and u(x , y)y similarly . 
For any point in a grid region Rh we designate the four 
nearest points to it as its neighbor points . 
Definition : If a grid point of Rh together with all its 
neighbor points are in Rh , then the point is a~ ' interior- point . 
If one of the neighbor points of this point is in the comple-
ment C(~) , then this point is a boundary point of Rh. 
Next, for any two grid functions u and v defined in Rh' 
we consider the quadratic form B(u,v) , where 
B(u , v) =- auxvx+ bllx.vy + cuyvx+ d~vy-r ex uxv +(.5 ~v +:o'uvx-r~ uvy 
+ guv , and the sum h2i2 B(u, v) . We designate by BRh and IRh 
the boundary points of Rh and interior points of Rh respectively . 
Thus h22 B(u,v) = h2.2'S B(u , v) + h2 2 B'ku,v) . We agree that in 
Rl\ ri\ 11 B R11 
defining the difference quotients ux, vx, etc , if any of the 
grid points involved is in C(Rh) that the value of the differ- · 
ence quotient is zero . Taking this into account, it is possible 
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to simplify the above summation by grouping the terms with 
respect to v . We can group B(u,v) as follows 
Replacing vx by ~(x + h,y)-v(x,yD /h and vy by G-<x,y -+ h)~ 
v(x,y}J/h and letting the coefficients of vx, vy and v be A(x,y), 
B(x,y), and C(x,y) respectively we get 
/..~ tS(v.v) =~ vu:th/'1) A cY-~ ) + v'~~~~ Bcx~)+ V~(-A()<j)-1su:~)+nC(.><~J), 
'R." R"' h h n . 
If we change the index on the first two terms and group the 
terms we get 
lAv) = ~ V('f.':!J} ( A (x-~,_~)- A~'1} + B(x,'1-I,)-\SU')) -\- c uc'1)) +~hz Yl H(IA)) 
( . TR h \-. h. 15R~, 
where H(u) is some expression involving the first difference 
quotients of u and is rather complicated. Noticing that 
[A. (x,y)-A(x-h,y] /h = Ax and ~(x,y)-B(x,y-hUfh c By we can 
rewrite the first sum on the right above as 
? V i- C( x Ll x x - C x U ~t - 'fx U x - 6--~ lA x ~ - cJ g Ll tj~ - ~ :g tk3 + o( U x +~ lA~ -t S u_S 
L~ • 
If we call the coefficient of v1 L(u), we see that L(u) is a 
linear second order difference expression that corresponds to 
a partial differential equation. For suitable choices of the 
coefficients a, b, etc., we get various types of linear 
difference equations which correspond to various differential 
e quations . In particular, if we consider the special case 
where u=v and b ..; c, <X.=(( , and ;t~= d , we have 
B(u, L) == 0.. t.)yz. + 2 6- dy u 'j + d L\; + z,d- ~{;d,t + z 1g ~l21 u + ~ u._'-
and the corresponding function L(u) can be written 
L (v..) = - ~yct)<X -15-x u-':lx ~ !XU:x -&~ Ux-g - d~(.,(~~ -~g Ug +~Ll.f+ftU~-f3U 
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Now if we consider the case for constant coefficients a, b, 
etc, with a== d = 1 and all the other coef'ficients equal to zero, 
we get B(u,u) = ux2+ uy2 and L(u) = u.xx. uyy • Thus each 
quadratic form above corresponds to a particular type of 
partial differential equation, and, in particular, the last 
one above corresponds to Laplace 1 s equation if we set L(u) = 0 . 
We may easily verify that L(u) = (u(x+h,y)-+ u(x-h,y)+ u{x,y+ h) 
+ u(x,y-h)-4u(x,y))/h2 . Also we notice the resemblance of the 
quadratic form B(u,u) to the integrand of the Dirichlet P4o 
integral . Thus it might be expected that h2 ZB(u,u) = h2 Z (u 2 ~~ R~ X 
~liy2J should be a minimum for that function u which satisf'ies 
\ 
the corresponding difference equation L(u) ~ 0, where we require 
that the permissible £'unctions satisf'y some given boundary 
conditions . We can show that this is the case using an argument 
analagous to that used in deriving Euler's equation in the 
H P 12.6 
calculus of variations . Let ~ (x,y) be any function continuous 
on Rh and which vanishes on the boundary of Rh . Then the 
functions u + E 1'J , E. a real constant, are permissible functions 
I 
and as in the analagous variational problem we can write 
A( €) = 2 (u +G '1J )_i (u +E. 0 7 )y2 • If u is the function which 
Rt.. 
rninimi~es the sum A( E ) , then6 Au-Yu ~ = 0 f'or €..-=- 0 and this 
implies that 2 2ux 1J')(+ 2uy 1-J':l = 0 . Now using the formulas for 
Rt, 
• kk PIII • sumraat~on by parts, and suppos~ng R to be a simply connected 
region bounded by curves y = Yl (x), y = y2 (x), a ~ x ~ b, y1 and 
Y2 single valued, we can write 
)(.-:l- Yo.<X) 11-=B x~x',d~) x=fr gL(X) 1 )(~6- 'Jdxl ·'l.~lr i:kt.K) 
> ~~ L-i.. y'11lx +t-C\1"11:1::: 2: ~\x~ 11x--Z L: uxx ,~ -+ ~ u~Z: '1111-ZZ u ~~ 1'\11 
-=c, ~,LlC) ~= A x~X, I\3) X""c... 'j, ll<) x~c~ '1, l'fl 7(-:--o-. ~~ t~) 
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where x1 (y)=Yil(y), x2 (y) = Y2l(y), and "YJ
1 
='1 (x-h,y), YJ''= 
~ (x,y-h) . By the boundary conditions imposed on 1( , we see 
Xz.l ~) ~'2... 0<) 
that both :2_. '"lx ~ ·~u:,)-ll(,;J J and 2. ~':) -=r1('1,)-'1/~,_) 
X,(~} . ;1,U(j 
equal zero, and since the function 1J is arbitrary , we see 
that for u to be the minimizing function we must have uxx + 
Uyy :.:. 0 in Rh. For more general regions, 't-ve must split up R 
into a finite sum of regions such as that defined above, .and 
the procedure becomes more complicated. 
We may now proceed to demonstrate various properties or · 
the function L(u) = u =+ u - • 
--xx yy 
Property 1: If u1 and u 2 are two grid functions defined 
on Rh and if L(u1 )=L(u2 ) -=0 , then L(u1 :t u2 ) == 0 in Rh . This 
is an obvious consequence of the linear character of L(u) . 
Property 2 : If L(u)= 0 on Rh' then L(ux) and L(lly)~ 0 
on Rh • L(ux) = (Ux)x.X + (u~)yy • If we expand each difference · 
quotient and group the terms, L(ux) -= - [ u(x-h,y)+ u(x,y-h)+ . 
u(x+h,y)+ u(x,y-+ h) -4u(x,y~ + £u (x,y)+ u(x-h,y-h)+ u(x-2h,y)-l·: 
u(x-h,y+ h)-4u(x-h,y~ . Thus L(ux)-= L(u(x-h,y) )-L(u(x,y)) == o. 
In exactly the same way we can show that L(Uy)~ 0 . Thus we 
can conclude that all the difference quotients of u satisfy 
the equation L( f ) = 0 . 
Property 3: If a grid functio~ defined on Rh satisfies 
L(u) =0, then u has the so-called mean value property, for by 
definition of L(u), u(x,y) = tG<x-h,y)~ u(x,y-h)+ u(x,y+h) + 
u(x + h,yl\ . 
Property 4: If a grid function u defined on Rh satisfies 
L(u) = 0 on Rh, then for some point in Rh i_i:,assumes a maximum 
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value and for some other ~point in Rh it assumes a minimum 
~lue . Neither of these points can be an interior· point unless 
the function u is a constant ; therefore, both the maximum and 
minimum must occur on the boundary . The existence is an im-
med~ate consequence of the fact that Rh is a compact set, and 
' the remainder follows from the mean value property . A conse-
quence of this is the uniqueness property . Two functions u1 
and u2 such that L(u1 )=L(u2 )= 0 on~ which have the same 
boundary values are identical . 
Lemma 1: If L(u):::: 0 on Rh and ..2:3 B(u , u) = Z-\ux2 + uy2 ) (ro, 
R\1. fh. 
then ux < co , ~< CO for all interior points ;f Rh . If Rh 0 
is any subset of the points Rh , then ~, B(u,u) < Z B(~ , u) <..co • 
' t::>'h ?..-.. 
\ Let us define ~0 (x , y) as the set of all the 4 neighbor points 
of the point x,y . Consider the · set of interior points of Rh . 
By the mean value property and property 2 , u(x,y)x= t o ux , so 
2 Rh tlC,~l (u(x , y)x)2=(i) 2 (~ ux) 2 < i58 ux by the Schwarz inequality . -R~ lX~ " Ri:(X!lJ • 
Thus u(x , y)x <it"Eux~~1i z ux2 + uy2 <co for all interior 
Rn AI\ 
points of Rh • . Similar reasoning applies to u(x,y)y • We note 
that this lemma and all the above properties are completely 
independent of the value of h , and thus hold for all values of 
h • . Also since tl;x(x , y) u:x(x+h,y) and ,liy(x,y) uy<x,y·+ h) , · .the 
above leruna holds for ux and tiy as well . 
we will now show that for any region R bounded by~ , and 
for any function f(x , y) defined and continuous on R +r , we 
can for a given,h construct a grid Rh , and that there exists on 
Rh a grid function u such that L(u)=-0 on 'Rh and such that u= f 
at the boundary points of Rh . To find the function u, we must 
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find the value 'of u at the n interior points , which together 
with the known values of u at the boundary points, uniquely 
defines u . Due to the cmndition L(u)~ 0, we can immediately 
set up n equations of the form u(x,y)=i ~u which involve the 
R~\l('i) 
n unknown values and the various known boundary values . If 
we assume that the boundary values are all equal t .o zero, then 
our system of equations becomes homogeneous, and by the 
maximum-minimum property , u= 0 on Rh ' which shows that our 
system is linearly independent and thus solvable . Thus the 
function u exists and is uniquely defined . 
We now want to show that for a sequence of values h such 
that h~ 0, the corresponding functions uh defined in Rh 
converge to a limit function u which is harmonic in R and which 
satisfies the boundary conditions . Thus we show the existence 
of a solution to the Dirichlet Problem. We will only consider 
the case where R is a simply connected region whose boundary f' 
consists of a finite nuraber of arcs having continuously turning 
tangents, and ·where f is a function defined on R + r and which 
has continuous partial derivatives of the first two orders . 
Lemma 2 : As h ~ 0 the sums ~ h 2u2 and ~ h2 ( U..'-'~ + U.l-.~ ) 
~ Rl\ 
are bounded. The function f is bounded on the closed region 
H-::::R+r 
• Thus the boundary values of uh which are equal to f 
on the boundary of Rh are bounded . It follows by the maximum-
minimum property that uh is bounded in Rh • 'l'hus ;>', h2u 2 .C. c.:v Rh h 
> for all h , since Rh consists of a finite number of points . The 
second part of 
2 12. 2.. 
h 2 ttx t- {~ 
R~, 
the lemma is a consequence of the fact that 
is a minimum for f ~ uh . If we let fh be the 
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grid func tion on ~ whi ch equal s f at all points , then we have 
-<"' 2 .c 2.- ~ 2 r 2. r'-~h ( Uhx -t U11'i ) ::;,. ~ h ( rh.x-+ r11 !i ) . The last sum tends , as 
h ~ 0 , to the double integral h 2 )f(fx2+ fy2) dx dy which exists 
R 
by our assumptions about f . 
Lemma 3: Let uh be any grid function on Rh such that 
uh.ix + u~ :~ii = L (u) = 0 , then if for some R0 , a subregion of R, 
h2 .2J u 2 < co for all h , then for every fixed subregion R00 of Ror., h 
R0 which is entirely interior to 0 2 ~1 L l R , h ~R~' u hx -1- U h':l < CXJ for 
h 
all h . Let us choose a sequence of concentric squares ~' 
••• , ~in R such that each successive square is a distance h 
outside the preceding one . 2 "'' 'l 2.. Consider the sum h L.J (u'r. --t- u hx +, a.o >< 
2. 2... 
U f1 11 T U k 3" ) = A where ux , u , etc ., are defined in Ql ( that is , y 
we do not assume that ux , ux, etc ., e qual zero when one of the 
points of the differenc e quotient lies o~tside ~ since it is 
still inside Ql) • It can be shown that we can simplify the 
above sum to A =~u12-u02 , where u1 are the values of uh on s, 
t n e boundary of the square Q1 and where u 0 are the values of 
uh at the nearest ~oint on the boundary , of Qo . s1° is the 
boundary of Q1 with the corner points deleted . We note that 
this sum includes the corner points of 
write 2 u12- u0 2 == Z u12- ~u02 -S u02 
.Sf 5° ;jC' LO..-.H 
I p..,,.,.t< dC 
if we assume that t h e 
Q0 twice . We can then 
<Z: u12- ;8 u 0 2 • Also ~~ 5., 
Thus we get 
• 
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Combining the inequalities and letting uk equal the value of 
uh on Sk' the boundary of ~~ 
'l<' 2.. 2.. ""2.. ~ 2. ~;:>~ 2. <::::::? 2 2_ h ~ ~<h~ +~{~~ ~ ~ \A k - ~ ~{K-t ' L{k - L___,. (.,{\H I ~ k~ 11. 
Qo sl< Stc I S'k Sk-I J 
Adding these n inequalities we get 
we get 
We note that these inequalities are independent of h . 1r.hus 
we can let h ~ 0 in such a way that ~ and ~ tend to two fixed 
concentric squares whose sides differ in length by 2a . Thus 
Nh tends to the value a and h 2 2 i{k: + l.A~-.2 {. ..!...:l ~z. Z vi 112. 
Q..;. ';::1 0.. Q_ '1< 
for all h . 
Now we notice that for any subregions R0 and R00 such that 
R00 is entirely within Ro, Rho and Rh00 are made up of a finite 
number of rectangles, and the above inequality holds with the 
appropriate value of a in each one . 
2. ~ 2. 
inequalities we get h ~ uh )( -r- ul\lj 
?.h 
Summing up all these 
~ z (k\.L_,tlh_2 1 
R ~ l a., Cii.. ) 
for all h . Thus if /: ; u2 <' co for some Rh0 , then for any R00 
R~ 
entirely within R~ ~(uh; + u11~) < co for all h . Due to property R,, 
2 of the functions u which satisfy L(u).::. O, we can conclude that 
the difference quotients ux, ux, liy 1 and uy which we may des-
ignate by ul satisfy the hypotheses of this lemma, since by 
lemma 2, h22 u12 <co . Rh 
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Corollary: If R' is any subset of R entirely within R, 
and if w represents a difference quotient of any order of u, 
then h2 .:;: w2 <CP . The hypothesis on R1 implies that there is 
a 8> 0 so that the width of the bo~dary strip R- R' is every-
where greater than or equal to ~ • First let us consider the 
case for u2 =u 1 x 1 u, ~ , etc . By property 21 L(v-l)=O so L(u1 )=- 0 
in Rh. By lemma 2 , h2~ u12 <co . Thus we may apply lemma 3 
0 2 <:-> f 2. 
with R = R, which gives h 1fjt u 1.x -+ u, .!! .::::: co for all h . We may 
pick Rh00 as the set of all interior points of~ and pick 
h ;::::: ~ jn + 1 . Therefore we see that ~ 1 is entirely within ~ 00 
so we can concluae that h2 .2J u2 2 <: (X) in Rh 1 • Also by lemma 1 
we can conclude that u 2 is bounded in R
1
• Now consider u3 ; 
u~xiuzj , etc . and a region Rh000 which consists of the interior 
points of Rh 00 where again we choose h = S /n -+ 1 . Thus R I is 
entirely within R000 which is entirely within R00 • By lemma 3, 
h 2_s 1. 2. Rok< Uzx + U 2'.1 < co from which we conclude that h2~ u 32 .:::::. co i<'h 
and as before, by lemma 1 we then have u 3 < cc in R' . 
repeated applications of these lemmas, we can show that 
,.... 
By 
2~ 2 ~ n ~ h ~ U~t-1" + u 11-1 '::1 <:. oo where 0 = 00 ••• 0 . Thus we conclude that 
h2* Un < ro and Un < co in R' . Since n is arbitrary v-1e may 
replace un by w. Thus our corollary is proved. In addition 
we have shown that in any subregion R1 of R entirely within R, 
all the difference quotients of u, of arbitrary order, are 
bounded. 
Lemma 4: In any subregion R0 of R such that R0 is entirely 
within R, the grid function uh and all its difference quotients 
w are bounded and equicontinuous . The first part of this lemma 
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we have already proved above . For the second part we will 
start off with a definition of equicontinuity . A grid function 
uh is said to be equicontinuous in a region ~0 if for any E> O 
there is a $ ( e. ) which depends on the region R0 , such that for 
any two grid points P
1 
and P2 in R
0
, whenever the two points 
are a distance less than S ( £ ) apart, the difference I uh (P1 ) -
uh ( P2 ) I < E.. for all h . In order to prove the equicontinui ty , 
we consider a rectangle r in R0 whose corner points are P0 , ~ , 
P , Q, and whose sides P0~ and Po 
A. 
p, p: 
• - - - - - I ?,2. 
PQ are parallel to the y - axis , I 
().. y--and have length a . We may . ~ 
easily verify that w ( P 0 ) -w ( ~ ) = 
' 2 :>~ £ <'io h T wxy-h PC: wy if we expand 
' (,. -- - ----...LQ_2-
L 
wxy and wx into terms involving w and group the terms so that 
they cancel . From this identity we get 
Now let us assume that the length of the rectangle varies from 
b to 2b, and let us designate the two limiting rectangles by 
P0 %P1Q1 and P0~P2Q2 respectively . Thus ri::: P0 Q0 PiQi where 
the length jP0 PiJ is greater than or equal to b and less than 
or equal to 2b and where each ri differs in length from the 
previous one by h . We thus have constructed a sequence of (b/h) 
+ 1 rectangles . (we assume that b is a multiple of h . ) For 
each rectangle ri the above inequality holds . If we add these 
( (b/h ) + 1) inequalities we get 
i-~H . 
( ~ + 1)1 Wt?cl- \\! (Cio)l ~ ~ fA~~ 1Wx'1 /+h 2 IW~/f ~(~ nlk 1..22 /w ~ }+ h 2 Hv~ I 
' L:/ ( y-l P,Q.( ) ') "-m ,X:J \'H 
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P2Q2 and rn is P1~P2Q2 • Since 
R >,:-R , we can write lw(P )-w(Q )I ~ h 2 2 \Wxyl + (h2/b+ h) 2 twyf . ~~ -n o o ~~ ~~ 
From the Schwarz inequality , (<£ ab) 2 ~L7 a2)(.2b2Y1 we can show 
that ( 2 h2lw 1 ) 2 ~.2 (hwy) 22 h2 • Thus h 2.Z:Iwyl {;./2abh2LJ w 2• 
'l'\'\1 y '\'I<\ y-~ ""~ Y"W\ y 
In .a similar manner we show that h 2 ~ lwxyl ~~2abh2 ~ wx~· Also 
we note that since h > o. 1/b + h <1/b . We can therefore conclude 
that for any h 
I \~ (p.,) - w Ulo)l ~ 1ztA i/6- { h 2 ~ w~ + -fiiAir- ~h~£ w t~ 
when the distance I P0 - Q0 l = a . By lemma 3 the two sums are 
bounded . 'lnus for every € we can pick a sufficiently small 
so that the right hand side is < € • However, we have restricted 
P0 Qo to be in the y direction. Thus we have only shown equi-
continuity in the y direction. In exactly the same way, we can 
pick P0~ in the x direction to show equicontinuity in that 
direction. This together with the above completes the proof of 
the lemma , since b is arbitrary and can be adjusted so the 
rectangle fits inside any subregion R0 • 
We have thus shown that in any subregion R1 of R which is 
entirely within R, uh and all its difference quotients of every 
order are uniformly bounded and equicontinuous . We may now 
G- . P I 06 
apply Ascoli's theorem to conclude that in every R' there is 
a subsequence of the sequence t uh~ or£wh~ which converges uni-
forraly on R' as h~O . Since the condition L(uh)=- 0 tends to 
2 
the condition \7 u = 0, the sequence converges to a harmonic 
function . 
It remains for us to show that the boundary conditions 
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are fulfilled . To this end we will first prove a preliminary 
lemma . 
Lemma 5: Giyen a region R in the xy .plane whose boundary 
is \' , and a function f (x,y) defined on R + r which has con-
.tinuous first partial derivatives in R ~ If for some function 
u defined in R + \' such that \7 2.u ::::- 0 in R, we ,have that 
~} (ux 2 -t Uy 2 )dx dy <co , then if (1/r )j[ (u-f )2dxdy --+ 0 a~ r ~ 0 , 
where Sr is a boundary strip ·of the region R whose width is r, 
we can conclude that (u-f) ~ 0 as r -7- 0 and therefore that 
\u(P)-f(Q)\ <: 6. > 0 for P any point in R, and Q any point on {' , 
whenever J P~Q / < S ( E:. ), where i P-Q !equals the distance f'rom P 
to Q. In a manner analagous to that used in proving lemma 1, 
we may use the mean value theorem for harmonic functions and 
z. 
the Schvmrz inequality to show that the hypotheses \l(u) = O 
in R and ~f (ux2 + uy 2 )dx dy < Cl0 imnly the boundedness of ux 
and uy • By our assumptions on f'(x,y), fx and fy are bounded. 
We conclude that there is an 1'1 such that (u-f)x<JYI and (u-f)y<M. 
I 
Now consider a line I' entirely within Sr, a distance r/2 from 
r . If for any point P on, f'', (u-f) 2 ::;:: E.fa > o for all values 
of r, then since (u-f)x and (u-f)y are bounded, there is a 
square A, · of' side a ·> 0, where a is sufficiently small, such 
that (u-f )2 ~ E.f2a inside the region An Sr for all r . Choose 
r<a . Then we can write }f (u-f)2dx dy ~ ar 6 j2a so 
- s'C" 
(1/r) ) f <u-f)2J~J~~ ~2 f'or all r . This contradicts our hypothesis 
-5',-
and t h erefore there must be an ro such that ·(u-f) 2 < 6Ja for 
/ 
all r ~ ro and for all points on r' . Due to the continuity 
of f, there is an roo such that if r ~ r 00 , then for all points 
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Q on r such that I P-Q I ~ r , I f(P)-f(Q) \ <(e. - 6/ a Then we 
have for \P-Q ( ~ min(r0 , r 00 ) , \ u(P)-f{Q)I <<::: . This shows 
that the boundary conditions will be fUlfilled if we can · show 
that the hypotheses of this lemma are fulfilled . 
Consider the sequence f uh\ • We have already shown that 
there is at least one uniformly convergent subsequence . For 
any uniformly convergent subsequence of this sequence , the 
limit function u satisfies the first two requirements of the 
lemma . Thus it remains to show that (1/r) ff <u-f) 2d.x dy __,.. 0 
s'("'" 
as r ~ o. Consider Sr ' a boundary strip of R bounded by f' 
and ~ • Split /' into two parts /1 >< and f'!1 such that p x+ \' ~ 
= \' ' and at all points of lr j( ' the tangent to r x makes an 
angle with the x axis which is greater than or equal to some 
positive limiting value cJ. • Let us say o(~ 30° . Then at 
every point on I'~ , the tangent to r~ makes an angle with the 
y axis which is greater than or equal to 90° - = f.S- 60° . 
For r sufficiently small , every line parallel to the x axis 
that cuts / ' 1 will cut i~ , and every line parallel to the 
y axis that cuts I'~ will cut r; . Consider two subregions of 
Sr , SX and Sy bounded respectively by r'K , the lines parallel 
to the x axis through the end points of l1 x and the part of f; 
cut off by these lines; and by I'~ , the lines parallel to the 
y axis through the end points of I'~ and the part of ~ cut 
off by these lines . In Sx there is a constant a depending on 
~ such that the length of any line in Sx parallel to the x· 
axis is less than or equal to ar . There is a similar constant 
b in Sy which depends on ,-& , such that the length of any line 
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in sy, parallel to the y axis, is L e.ss ' _than or equal to br . 
Obviously S ~ S + S ~ 2Sr • For any grid Rh let Sxh and Syh 
r x y 
be the grid points of Rh in Sx and Sy respectively . Let ~h 
denote the boundary points of ~ and let Px and Py be lines in 
~r that go through grid points Pi and are parallel to the x 
andy axes respectively . From above I Pxl ~ ar and tPy\~ br . 
Now if Pb is that point on Px or Py which is also a point ~ , 
and Pi is any other point on the line . For Py we have 
± h :S vy = v(Pi)-v(Pb) for any grid function v . Then v{D.)= fir/'~ '"""1 
v ( Qb) ± Z v , 'lvhere the summation index means the sum over all 
P~s-P, Y 
the grid points on Py from the boundary point Pb to the point 
Pi . It is now easily shown that [v(Pi)] 2 .(- 2~v(Pb) 2 ~ (Z: hv )2 } 
I_ P1.-Pt Y • 
( Z hvy) 2 ~ hbr Z v 2 by the Schwarz inequality, so we have 
~~ ~~ y 
\v(P1 )l ~ ~ 2[ v(Pb) 2± hbr .2 vy2 f for all points Pi on the line ~ ~ ~n ; 
Py• Now if we add the above inequality for all points Pi on Py 
::z v ( r ~ t ~ z ~ ~ r v ( ? b-) 2 ± ( h lr ) (6- '\I h) L\ y ~ 2 7 'P~I\ '?~~ ) ~ 
Since this inequality holds for all the lines Py in 3y, we take 
the sum over all these lines to get 
By this same method applied over lines Px, we can show that 
2._ 7 
,j 5 
Adding these two inequalities and recalling that Sr ~ Sx + sy , 
2_ 
(Pb-) _± 2 13 
where we observe 
A~ max(a , b) and 
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that Z v 2 ~-~ v 2 and Z v 2 ~ .2: v 2 , and 
.S x h X Sri\ X 5~,.. y .S...-k y 
B = max(a2 , b2), so that A and B depend. only 
on the region R and not on r or h . Now let us choose V; uh-f . 
By assumption u. -f .:: O on ?fh and h 2 L (u. - f) 2+ (u. - f) 2 <JA~co . 
n s~~ n x n y Y -
Thus we get \ (h2/r )~ (uh-f ) 2j~ 4Br;« . Since both B and -~ are 
independent of h , we let h ~ 0 and let 4B t.-{ = N. Then the left 
hand side tends to the integral over Sr . However, since u is 
defined in R but not on the boundary , this is an improper 
integral , so we consider a regionS -s 2 ~ S 0 • Then the limit r r r 
as h tends to zero g ives (1/r) f[ (u-f) 2dx dy ~ Nr , and letting 
s'( 
r ~ O, we get (1/r) )f (u- f )2dx dy ~ 0 as r ~ 0 which shows that 
s, 
our boundary conditions are satisfied 
v-Je have shown that at least one subsequenc-e of the sequence 
{uh1 converges to u , and also that any other convergent subse-
quence will converge to a harmonic function with the same 
boundary values . Thus by the uniqueness property of harmonic 
functions we have lim{_uh 1""" lim ~uhS • Therefore the , sequence 
~h~ must itself converge uniformly to u in R for any simply 
connected region R which is bounded by a finite n~ber of arcs 
with continuously turning tangents . This shows the existence 
of a solution. 
It might be remarked at this point that the same result 
is an immediate consequence of the Poisson integral formula 
and the Riemann mapping theorem. In fact these two theorems 
show the existence for all simply connected regions and any 
continuous boundary function . 
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ABSTRACT 
The problem of finding the solution to a general eliptic type 
partial differential equation, when the boundary values are given , is 
~enerally referred to as the Dirichlet Problem . In this paper I con-
eider the special eliptic equation 0 
~hich is Laplace ' s equation, and I limit myself to the case of two 
dimensions . Subject to these limitations I discuss five proofs for the 
existence of a solution to Laplace ' s equation for arbitrary regions 
where the boundary values are given . 
I 
I first ~iva a proof of the following theorem, basing my argument 
essentially on the Cauchy Inte~ral theorem from the theory of complex 
functions . This m~thod is essentially that given by Ahlfore .A 
Theorem : Given ~ any bounded region whose boundary is r' 
such that any point ~ on f' is the end point of a line segment 
othc.Y"" 
all of whose11 points are exterior to Sl. , then for any function 
9 ( ) defined and continuous on r ' there exists a unique func -
tion U which is harmonic in ~ end such that ·U, (Z\ ~ '3 ( ) 
S:s Z approaches the point r:r on r , However this is not quite 
the most general theorem that there is, since the requirements of the 
region may be slightly weakened. Also as I mentioned it is based on the 
principles of the theory of complex functions, and assumes the Cauchy 
Integral theorem as a basis . 
The first proo~ was thus based on the Cauchy Integral theorem. 
However in the special case considered in this paper we are dealing 
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with harmonic functions whose partial derivatives are known to be con-
tinuous , rather than mer ely analytic functions . Thus we are in effect 
' 
assuming that any analytic function under consid eration has continuous 
first partial derivatives in both ita real and imaginary parts . Due to 
this assumption we can arrive at a ve ry easy proof of the Cauchy Integral 
theorem by means . of Green 1 s theorem . (Ordinarily we do not. by our de-
finition of analytic functions , have this continuity, and, although we 
know it exists, we must use the Cauchy Inte ~ral theorem to show this . ) 
Thus we see that we can prove the above theorem without resorting to 
complex methods, and in the second chapter of this paper I give such a 
proof which is based on a derivation of the Poisson Integral formula 
iJ 
by means .of Green 1 s function as given by Nehari . In the previous proof 
the Poisson formula was finally arrived at by conf_ormal mappings, a geo-
rnetri.cally clear method which in theory however, .deP,ended again · on com-
plex methods . This is here eliminated by the use of Green's function. 
The third proof uses the most obvious approach to the problem, 
namely that of solving the differential equation for a circular region 
and an arbitrary sontinuous boundary function . It presupposes a small 
knowled~e of the methods of solving partial differential equations and is 
a proof that can be readily extended to cases of higher dimensions . The 
p 
method followed in this paper is that of Petrovski . Also the proof hqlds 
for the most general type of a region , na~ely any region such that no 
component of the complement of this region reduces to a ~ingle point , 
as opposed to the previous region which was such that every boundary point 
was the end point of a line segment all of whose other points are exterior 
to the region . It is obvious therefore that this is the most powerful 
proof given . 
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The last two proofs are included more as related proofs than as 
actual proofs for thisparticular case . The first considers a proof for 
the so- called Dirichlet's Principal . Dirichlet's Principal involves the 
variational problem which corresponds to the given differential equa t ion , 
or to put it the other way around, the Dirichlet Problem involves the . 
solution to the so-called Euler equation of the corresponding variational 
problem . To begin with, the two problema are not equivalent, since in 
some cases the Euler equation has a solution although the corresponding 
integral of the variational problem remainsinfinite . Thus1 proving the 
existence of a function which minimizes theintegral
1 
f[(cf)x ~ t-c{J,/- ) Jxd_'j 
R 
for a given region R and given boundary values, shows the existence 
'2..._/) . 
of a solution to the realted Euler equation,\7 ~~o for this region and 
these boundary vs.lues , and is thus a necessary but not sufficient condition . 
However the two problems are very c'lose ly relEt ted, and in chapter four · 
of this paper I give a proof of the existence of a function which mini-
mizes tbe integral (which is the so- called Dirichlet's Principle) . The 
c 
proof is that of R. Courant ~ and is valid only for two dimensions . 
Lastly, since so much work is beinJ done on approximate solutions to 
differential equations by methods o~ finite differences, I have included 
a proof of Dirichlet's Problem using the method of ~inite differences . 
This method,while it does not involve great theoretical difficulties, gets 
into some rather messy notation, and I have here only proved the case 
for simply connected regions . There is no reason the method cannot be 
extended to other regions, however, the notation would become very com-
CFL 
plicated . This proof is taken from a paper by Courant, Friedrichs and Lewy . 
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